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In Battalions

A snapshot of new play development

in England at the start of 2013



An evidence-based report by Fin Kennedy

in collaboration with Helen Campbell Pickford



When sorrows come,

they come not single spies

But in battalions.

Hamlet, Act IV, scene 5
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Foreword



By Jack Bradley

The Future

Imagine turning on the TV to a black screen. For

a moment you assume a fault in reception, then a

message appears: “This is what happens when you cut

the Arts.”. For TV, radio and film do not actually come

out of the ether, though they sometimes appear to. It is

a long, slow apprenticeship; a craft honed by dedicated

writers, directors and other passionate creatives. We do

not arrive fully formed, conjured by magic.

There has, since 2012, been much talk of legacy. But

before legacy there was training. Athletes earned their

spurs. Stephen Daldry, producer of the 2012 Olympics

ceremony, cut his teeth at Sheffield Crucible and the

humble Gate Theatre in Notting Hill. Danny Boyle,

director of the same,was a lowly assistant at the Royal

Court before writing Morse, directing Slumdog and

most recently celebrating the industrial revolution at

the Olympic Park. Danny’s show understood the value

of enterprise and invention. His enterprise and invention

came from years of application and training.

We are no longer a manufacturing nation; our

dependency on financial services is trepidatious to say

the least. In only one area do we show the world our

heels: the Arts. To cut the Arts is to cut apprenticeship,

legacy, invention and evolution. To cut is to render this

once noble nation to a tiny island.



I could make the all too familiar economic argument

– that the cultural tourism impact far outweighs subsidy

– but not to do so is folly. The reality is that the arts do

not cost the nation. They make it money. In the West

End, theatre sales bring income to restaurants, transport,

hotels and all the associated elements of a tourist

industry. In turn the exchequer benefits from VAT.

Of course, one might naively think such an industry can

be self sufficient, that the West End is a model of the

market, but as Sonia Friedman put it succinctly: “I don’t

get subsidy. I don’t need it. But I do need the subsidised

sector. That is where the talent finds its training. The

best and most exciting writers, actors, designers and

directors all cut their teeth in that environment and

these are the same writers, actors, designers and

directors we go on to routinely work with in the

West End and on Broadway. You have to talk about the

whole ecology, the relationship between grassroots, the

subsidised sector, national companies, TV, film and radio.

We need to take an overview of the cultural body politic

and how it is damaged by a short-termism that will

damage a multi billion industry over a generation.”

Sonia Friedman Productions is arguably one of the most

dynamic and prolific theatre producers in London and

New York, premiering work on Broadway and the West

End as diverse as Jerusalem, Boeing-Boeing, The Book

of Mormon and Twelfth Night. It has produced over 130

new productions over the past 12 years and believes
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wholeheartedly in the partnership of the commercial

sector and subsidised theatres. It understands that the

market now relies upon such collaborations to nurture

and secure the success of its artistic talents. To reduce

seedbed funding is to endanger one of the nation’s

strongest industries.

I have been in the business of finding and developing

new writers and new plays for 25 years. I well recall

how the arts austerity of the eighties led to closed

theatres, a falling off of audiences and a paucity of

material as talent opted to not risk their future in a

dead end career. I also recall saying to the Board of the

National Theatre at the turn of the millennium “this is

the most exciting time for new plays on the South Bank

since a chap called William Shakespeare was plying his

trade down the road at the Globe”. But it had taken

a decade of investment to reclaim that position.

In any other industry R and D is a given. Do we

question experimentation in Silicon Valley? Do we

diss Steve Jobs because he got it wrong sometimes?

You don’t know where the next Billy Elliott will come

from, so occasionally you take risks. But with decent

development and training the risks get smaller! I have

seen a generation of writers – that being my specialism

– evolve from pub theatre scribes to award-winning

screenplay writers. They benefit, the exchequer benefits

and we as a nation benefit.



But there is another argument to make. We may not be

able to guarantee that every piece will be a Jerusalem,

The Full Monty, Two Guvnors or War Horse, but they

and countless other works bring forth our humanity.

We, as a nation, stand for justice, empathy and

righteousness. My question is where did we get those

values if not from Art? Great art reminds you what

you already know in your bones, except it were ne’er

so well expressed. So the arts are like an umbilical cord

to spirituality, humanity and progress to a better future.

Cut them and you take us back to the bygone days

of getting and spending. An unexamined life is a life

unlived. Cut the arts and you smash the microscope,

the magnifying glass and our window panes. And we

all know a room without pictures is a house without

windows. Do not leave us in the dark.

Jack Bradley is associate to Sonia Friedman Productions

and formerly Literary Manager of the National Theatre.
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Introduction

By Fin Kennedy



An internationally successful show has long, deep roots

into the past. These roots are not always obvious to the

lay observer. They take many forms.

Sometimes a play has its roots in a writers’ group

associated with a particular theatre, as with Nick

Payne’s Constellations at the Royal Court. Sometimes

they take the form of an experimental collaboration

between theatre practitioners of differing disciplines,

such as War Horse or London Road at the National

Theatre. Sometimes in a collaboration between two

or more distinct types of theatre company, such as

Paines Plough’s 2012 tour of Wasted. Sometimes in a

regional workshop (Kate Betts at Southampton Nuffield)

or festival (Ella Hickson at HighTide) or competition

(Duncan MacMillan at Manchester Royal Exchange).

Unfortunately, we don’t know in advance which of

these activities will result in a hit play. As Jack Bradley

points out above, this is always the nature of creative

R and D. And theatre in particular occupies a unique

position in offering the training ground which sustains

so much of our wider culture. But theatre’s roots are

also fragile, and easily damaged.



I have had one assisting me. Neither do I pretend it

is exhaustive – though over 33 theatres, 17 artistic

directors and 14 playwrights did take part. I don’t even

claim that it is all that representative – though certain

trends are abundantly clear. It is instead more of a

snapshot, a ‘taking of the temperature’ of a reasonably

wide range of theatre companies, and the state of their

ability to develop new plays in late 2012 and early 2013.

Beyond that, I leave it to the reader to interpret.

This project was born after a conversation with Culture

Minister Ed Vaizey at a Writers’ Guild event in Parliament.

The contents of this conversation have been widely

circulated online1 and I won’t repeat them here. But

suffice to say that I have welcomed the opportunity to

explain to Mr Vaizey, and indeed the wider public, some

of the complexities of new play development, long before

a hit breaks through to our stages and front pages.



It is a brief glimpse of these roots, and their current

condition, which this report aims to offer.



I’m not naive. I know the next election won’t be decided

on whether British playwrights are having a hard time

or not. Everyone is suffering in the depths of a recession.

But this is part of a wider debate about how much of

our country’s infrastructure, history, expertise and future

prospects we are prepared to destroy in the name of

short term expediency – and whether some of it might

not serve us better in the long run if we hang onto it.



I don’t pretend that the process I have engaged in is

scientific. I’m not a professional researcher – though



1 Calling all Theatre-makers! An extraordinary challenge from

Culture Minister Ed Vaizey bit.ly/W4zcz9
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If this report can play some small part in contributing

to that debate, and perhaps help protect something

beautiful and precious, which our country does rather

well, then that will be more than I could have hoped for.

At the very least, I hope this is a helpful contribution

towards Mr Vaizey developing a fuller understanding of

what is currently taking place in our sector, and in using

these findings to make a case on our behalf to both

Maria Miller and the Treasury. I would like to take this

opportunity to thank him for being open to listening to

some evidence from the ground. For what it’s worth,

Mr Vaizey is not without some admirers in our industry.

Several people I spoke to regarded him as a committed

and intelligent Culture Minister. I look forward to

engaging with him further about our findings

New British theatre has been a major international

success story. It has created growth, connected

communities, engaged our young, trumpeted our

nation’s finest qualities and cost us a tiny amount in

the scheme of things.

Much of this report is very worrying about how

sustainable it is to maintain that level of success. But

if we work together, quickly, it is not too late to turn

the situation around.

Fin Kennedy, February 2013

www.finkennedy.co.uk
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The survey: methodology

On 19 December 2012, I posted or emailed surveys to

70 theatre companies in England, for whom developing

and producing new plays and playwrights comprised

a significant part of their work. In the interests of

transparency, I confess that I did start off by targeting

theatres who had experienced a reduction to their

Arts Council grant since April 2012. 2 However, this

was the nature of Mr. Vaizey’s argument to me – that

Arts Council cuts were having ‘no effect’. And once

news circulated of what I was up to, many companies

who had not experienced a cut also came forward

to volunteer themselves, and are included alongside

these others.



box sections and sections where comments could be

written. The blank template is available upon request. 3



The survey first enquired whether each company had

had to cancel or postpone any shows since the last

round of Arts Council cuts took effect in April 2012. It

then asked if funding for literary departments had had

to be reduced. It asked about levels of funding for new

play development over a four year period, and reasons

for any decrease (or increase). It asked whether other

writer development activities, such as residencies or

writers’ groups, had had to be curtailed for funding

reasons. And it asked what companies were doing to

protect new theatre writing in the current climate, such

as having to insist on smaller cast sizes. There were tick



A large variety of different theatre professionals also got

in touch as individuals. Their experiences are packaged

up into a series of anecdotal vox pops, which I have

entitled ‘The View From…’ and which is by far the

longest section of this report – but is also perhaps

its most accessible and compelling snapshot.



2 I used the following list to guide me, collated on my own

blog back in 2011: bit.ly/Wi8UrU but which tallies with this

Arts Council data here: bit.ly/YMFrJh



The companies themselves ranged in scale from tiny

companies touring village halls in Yorkshire, to large

established city playhouses, and ranged in geographical

location from Merseyside to London to Cornwall.

Around two-thirds of theatres responded, though not all

felt it was appropriate for them to fill in a survey. Some

rang me up and talked issues through. Some emailed.

Some decided to make official written statements,

while some preferred to remain anonymous.



In total, I received completed surveys from 26

theatre companies. Of these, eight elected to remain

anonymous. A further seven sent me written statements

of one kind or another. (Some of this ‘vox pop’ material

in ‘The View From…’ section is also culled from the

‘Any other comments’ section of the surveys).

3 You can make such a request by emailing me, finkennedy@

yahoo.co.uk
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For ease of reference, the survey data has been

transcribed and collated into table form below, though

I am happy to make the original surveys available to

anyone who would like to see them4 (with the exception

of the theatres who wished to remain anonymous,

whose surveys include identifying information. ) The

table layout adheres to the order of the questions in the

survey. Supporting statements made within the surveys

may have been edited down slightly to fit into this table.

Alongside theatres, testimonies were received from 14

playwrights, 2 literary managers, 2 writer development

agencies, 1 development director, 1 producer, 1 play

publisher and even a former member of Hampstead

Theatre’s Heat &amp; Light youth theatre, which was an early

victim of the cuts.

Some high profile names have taken part. In addition

to West End producer Sonia Friedman quoted by Jack

Bradley above, original statements have been received

from Nick Hytner, artistic director of the National

Theatre, Max Stafford-Clark, artistic director of Out of

Joint and formerly artistic director of the Royal Court,

Chris Campbell, currently literary manager of the Royal

Court, West End playwrights Nick Payne and Laura

Wade, James Grieve, co-artistic director of national

new writing touring company Paines Plough, and

Alison Hindell, Head of Audio Drama at the BBC.

4 See 3 above.



The results: a summary

Here are the key findings:5



Impact of budget cuts on writer development

opportunities



Other measures cited as being undertaken in response

to recent budget cuts, included:



Impact of budget cuts on new writing production

• Cancellation of one or more productions since

April 2012 – affecting nearly two-thirds of

respondents (16 out of 26)

• Fewer new plays being produced – cited by just

over half of all respondents (14 out of 26), when

comparing seasons programmed since April 2012

with seasons prior.

• Theatres experiencing multiple funding cuts

– affecting just over half of respondents (14 out of

26). Includes cuts from City and County Councils,

trusts and foundations, reduced fees from venues

buying in touring shows and decreased box office

revenue.



• Fewer full play commissions for writers – cited

by just over half of all respondents (14 out of 26).

• Cuts to new writing Research and

Development spending – cited by two-fifths

of respondents (11 out of 26), when comparing

2010-11 with 2012-13.

• Putting new plays on for shorter runs – cited

by two-fifths (10 out of 26).

• Having to insist on smaller cast sizes cited

by half of all respondents (13 out of 26).

• Having to limit workshop time on new plays

– cited by two-fifths (11 out of 26).

• Cutbacks to playwrights’ residencies and

attachments – cited by nearly one-fifth (5 out

of 26).

• Cutbacks to new writer development schemes

cited by just under one quarter (6 out of 26.

• Cutbacks to open access workshops (free

playwriting classes open to all) – cited by just

under one quarter (6 out of 26).

• Cutbacks to unsolicited play readings – cited

by two-fifths (10 out of 26).



5 Figures have been expressed as fractions rather than

percentages, on the advice of my researcher. (Percentages

suggest one hundred respondents or more have taken part. )

They are therefore less precise, and necessarily contain ‘Just

over’ and ‘Just under’ qualifiers.
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• Offering lower commission fees to writers

• Producing more revivals

• Reducing rehearsal periods

• Working with fewer touring partners

• Downsizing offices

Common themes: a summary

From across the surveys and vox pops, I was able

to identify some common themes. Broadly, I would

characterise these as follows:

• Serious concerns around professional development

for early and mid-career playwrights, particularly

‘bridging the gap’ between early writing

experience and sustaining a professional career

• The disproportionate effect of the cuts on regional

theatres

• Serious concerns over small scale touring

• Interconnectedness: cuts to one affecting several

• Fear of risk: the effect on theatres’ programmes

• Concerns over young people’s theatre and work

in the community.

• The loss of writer development agencies affecting

regional writers in particular

• The burden of fundraising redirecting staff time away

from core artistic activity, and the sustainability of this



• The wider economic background affecting

audience’s abilities to spend.

Perhaps the most succinct overview was provided by

the Lost Arts campaign group, who summed the

situation up as follows:

“Arts and culture are being attacked from all sides,

caught in a perfect storm of Government cuts, local

authority cuts, audiences with less money to spend

and increasing competition for what philanthropy there

is … There is a startling lack of understanding among

decision-makers of how the sector works and what it

has the power to do – including the contribution it can

make to Britain’s economic recovery.”
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Common themes: expanded

Professional development for writers

I spoke to a range of playwrights at all stages of

their careers. Nick Payne and Laura Wade have

written detailed case studies of their West End plays

Constellations and Posh respectively, explaining how

they had their roots in the complex web of writer

development opportunities at the Royal Court. One

who was less fortunate, Dan Davies, relates a frustrating

tale of having strong interest in his first play evaporate

just as the first wave of cuts were taking effect.”The

cuts have totally defined my playwriting career” he

writes. The play was never performed.



Even regional theatres in the south are feeling the pinch.

Patrick Sandford of Southampton Nuffield says of his

theatre’s writers’ group, which spawned The Play’s The

Thing star Kate Betts, “Funding cuts mean that this

workshop is now seriously threatened.”



Beginner and mid-career playwrights are undoubtedly

suffering. Comments such as “This is the biggest test

I’ve personally faced in my 15 years as a writer” and

“The scene is shrivelling” were not uncommon. An

anonymous theatre producer lamented “If there are

fewer writers out there being ‘grown’ by other theatres,

there is a smaller pool for us to choose from”.



The image of a ‘bridge’ and a ‘gap’ came up more

than once.



The loss of writer development agencies were keenly

felt in the Midlands and the North.”I feel I [now] rely

on the generosity of friends for feedback on my drafts”

says one writer, “which is not the same as paid

dramaturgy.” The director of New Writing North,

which remains open, observes “The amount of new

work produced by regional theatres is now so low it

is impossible to make a living as a playwright in the

North East.”



A writer in the Midlands concurs.”Lots of the places

where I started to test out the idea of writing for theatre

have now had their funding cut … Sometimes it looks

like nothing has been happening before you write your

first successful play, but actually it really has been, in all

sorts of subtle ways.”



One writer from the North-West told me “There is

a fundamental truth in the creation of theatre that

people outside the industry do not understand. It is

the gap between [the end of] formal education and

professional producing theatre. Agencies like North West

Playwrights provided the means to bridge this gap.”

A literary manager, who preferred to remain anonymous,

backed this up.”It is like a river with a bridge across it.

On one side of the river is grass-roots initial access to

theatre and provision. And on the other side of the river

are the established playwrights who have commercial

clout. But you need the bridge to get from one side to
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the other. And it is the bridge that we are really

struggling to keep up.”

Impact on regional theatres and small

scale touring

Touring company Paines Plough were particularly

eloquent about their dependence on other theatres.

“Because we work with so many other organisations,

any reduction in funding, in any part of the ecosystem,

has an impact on us. … They [venues we tour to] say to

us they can no longer afford our guarantees.6 We have

amassed reams and reams of evidence that empirically

shows that national and local cuts to venue funding

have meant less new writing being programmed

nationwide.” Paines Plough in fact received a small

increase in their Arts Council investment, but their

overall income has gone down.

One larger touring company, English Touring Theatre,

so far in good financial health, credited their smaller

cousins Paines Plough with some of their success.

“We can only tour new writing at all because of the

work that new writing touring companies like Paines

Plough and regional venues do in terms of laying ground

work with audiences.”



6 ‘Guarantees’ are an advance payment on box office sales

which venues pay an incoming touring company, and which

is ‘guaranteed’ as the minimum fee the touring company will

receive for their show.



Meanwhile, anonymity allowed for some particularly

frank statements to be made. One regional venue

declared outright “The continual withdrawal of

government funds will bleed us slowly to death”.

Yet another admitted “These cuts have forced us to

play it safe with our programming.” While the Nuffield

remarked “The potential for [work of] genuinely regional

or local significance is diminishing, in favour of mass

toured McDonald’s style product.”

One regional theatre, the only one for miles around in

their part of rural Yorkshire, described a meeting with

their local Arts Council officer. “He encouraged us to

put on more tribute acts and stand-up comedy. It broke

my heart.”

But this isn’t just about what audiences will and

won’t pay to see. In remote areas sometimes the

numbers, even for popular work, just don’t add up.

Northumberland Theatre Company, whose Arts Council

support was cut by 100% last April, told me “Our

village hall venues are full for every show, we sell out

shows before they are advertised. They [our audiences]

are desperate to keep us, for some who live 35 miles

from the nearest town it is their only opportunity to

see live theatre, particularly for the elderly and young

people. There is a limit to how much you can raise

your fees… small scale village hall touring to rural

communities throughout the UK is relatively impossible

without subsidy.”



Interconnectedness: the effects on the theatre

industry as a whole

One striking observation to come out of my research

was just how interconnected the theatre industry is.

As Sonia Friedman observes “You have to talk about

the whole ecology, the relationship between grassroots,

the subsidised sector, national companies, tv, film

and radio.”

The BBC’s head of Audio Drama Alison Hindell would

appear to echo this. “Radio Drama … particularly values

the role that regional theatres play in developing

distinctive voices … without the seedbed and early

development work done predominantly by theatres …

writers will be thin on the ground.” Hindell was

not alone in sounding the alarm about the time lag

between cuts and their effect, when she added: “This

impoverishment may not be evident for some years.”

Fear of risk: the effect on theatres’

programmes

A reliance on back catalogue works, and tried and

tested material, in place of taking a risk on new plays,

was quite commonplace.

Max Stafford-Clark of Out of Joint admitted “2012-13 is

the first year in our 19 year history that Out of Joint will

not have produced a new play. ”While Action Transport

Theatre in Merseyside said “We can no longer afford to

do new commissions.” Theatre Centre in east London

even went so far as to say “It is now in our business plan

to remount shows where possible rather than produce

new ones.”
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Impact on young people’s theatre

“Opportunities to encourage our young people through

the arts are diminishing”, one community drama worker

told me. Another added “My income this year has

dropped by a third.”

Theatre Centre, a longstanding east London theatre

company producing work for young people, said that

“Many venues are now cutting short their programme

of theatre for young audiences.” They described a

tour of a recent new play which had had to be shelved.

“As it is a new play, not a known title (or derived from

one) we have been ousted in favour of risk-averse box

office fodder.” Their statement also alludes to the threat

to the arts in schools, by being left out of the English

Baccalaureate.7

Pegasus Theatre in Oxford said: “The cuts have reduced

our output and affected the numbers of young people

who we can work with, we have also had to make

redundancies and reduce our opening hours.”

A former member of Hampstead Theatre’s

now-defunct Heat &amp; Light youth theatre got in

touch, to offer a compelling first-hand testimony

of the importance of the group – which worked almost

exclusively with new, young playwrights – to its young

members locally. He even listed some professional acting

careers the group had launched. He ended by saying,

7 Michael Gove’s change of direction on EBacc was

announced after the surveys came back. However questions

remain among many theatre artists I am in touch with about

the level of the Government’s commitment to arts subjects

in schools.



completely unprompted. “It shocks me that Ed Vaizey

thinks that new writing is flourishing when there

are opportunities like this being curtailed left, right

and centre.”



Shared Experience were another 100% casualty in the

last Arts Council round. “Having to fundraise for each

and every project means we can no longer guarantee

any particular project will happen.”



This was echoed by a south-London based writer

who told me: “Croydon Youth Theatre has now lost its

funding, … it is also losing its premises (having been in

existence for 47 years). The Big Youth Theatre Festival

has also gone, since the National Association of Youth

Theatres who organised it had their funding cut.”



Even companies who have previously been very

successful at private fundraising are struggling to

keep this up during the economic downturn. The

Royal Exchange Theatre has four full-time staff members

concentrating on fundraising “We have a legacy of

strong corporate support,” they told me. “It’s declining

steadily,” they added.



Sustainability of fundraising

Theatres across the country are working harder than

ever to protect their new writing offer to artists and

audiences. But the sheer burden of constant fundraising

was a recurring theme, alongside questions about the

sustainability of this approach. Pegasus Theatre were

typical when they told me: “Some of our staff time has

had to be redirected away from delivering and planning

our core work towards raising money … we will struggle

to increase this any more.”

Northumberland Theatre Company are still going

because they have raised money to keep going until

April 2013. “What happens after April is anyone’s

guess,” they told me. “It is impossible to go back

to Trusts and Foundations year on year.”

Naturally, this instability is not an ideal environment

to develop new plays. “We can no longer afford new

full-length writing commissions, workshops on new

plays, nor can we plan, which is all part of the new

writing development process.”



Given this background, concerns about the longer

term future were understandably widespread. Out of

Joint said “In 2012-13 we’re drawing heavily on cash

reserves to maintain our programme.”

Theatre-makers from devising companies8 were

also struggling to produce new work. “Experienced

colleagues have tired of compromises and left

the industry”, Ridiculusmus told me, “there is an

atmosphere of gloom and a sense that much better

work is being made in other countries.”

“We are still searching for a new business model

which will ensure the company is sustainable in the

long-term,” said Shared Experience. “Projects can be

3 to 5 years in development. It’s a bit premature to say

there has been no effect.”



8 A ‘devising’ company ‘devises’ a play and its storyline using

a group of actors working collaboratively, as opposed to an

individual playwright.
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Wider economic impact

Theatres are also commercial entities trying to survive

in a wider economy. They are as much affected by the

reduced means of their customers as any other business.

“The lack of economic recovery has certainly meant that

we are concerned about our ticket sales” Royal and

Derngate Theatres said. Fair enough. But when I asked

them about how this affected writers and writing the

answer was more worrying.”[We] have therefore

programmed a year of work which contains more

familiar writers than in previous years.” Another,

anonymous, regional venue stated “The biggest risk

to our ability to make new work is the ability of our

audience to spend with us.”

Liverpool Everyman and Playhouse were concerned

about the wider economic effects on their writers. “Lots

of our young writers are unemployed [with] no ‘day job’.

This may affect their ability to stay in Liverpool.”

But theatres can contribute a lot to their local economies

too. “The loss of one [of our] show[s] is in excess of

£45,000 pounds to the local Merseyside economy,”

Spike Theatre told me.

Paines Plough are feeling the pinch from both ends.

“Our running costs for small scale tours of new plays

have increased year on year while the guarantees

theatres are able to pay have decreased.” They even

included tables laying out these increasing costs and

decreasing fees over a four year period.9

9 I have not had space to include these here, but they are

available on request: finkennedy@yahoo.co.uk



Bravery and defiance

Sifting through this material was often depressing,

sometimes moving, and occasionally inspiring. There

is a spirit among theatre-makers, a passion to continue

to create new work whatever the odds stacked

against them.

“The theatre continues to exist, but nobody has been

paid since May,” the Mart Theatre in Skipton told me.

The Mart is a small-scale local theatre which performs

new plays in the evening in what is by day a working

cattle market. They lost all their Arts Council funding

in April. “We are here as volunteers, keeping it going,”

their artistic director said. “This theatre is just too special

not to be fought for.”

“Artists have always been good at working within tight

limitations,” said Chris Haydon of the Gate. “But there

comes a breaking point when financial limitations make

a particular project impossible, or they fundamentally

compromise the quality of the work.”

Some were more forthright. “New writing is essential

to our future,” said an anonymous large regional venue.

“Because we are resourceful we will make it work, or

the company will cease to exist.”

Investment in infrastructure

Even for those theatre companies which benefitted

from the last round of Arts Council cuts, by receiving

an increase, life is not easy. “Despite becoming a new

NPO, our marketplace has been devastated by cuts”

said Ridiculusmus.



Coney, another such company, submitted a compelling

statement about what their new funding, modest in

the scheme of things, now allows. “Coney HQ now

has greater stability … [to] pursue the partnerships

and business models to make this work happen …

Wise investment in infrastructure helps develop the

practice of artists, create new work, and reach new

audiences. That leads to a greater return for the industry.

It’s common sense, really.”

The National’s Nick Hytner echoed that. “The

consequences of inadequate public investment will

be fewer risks, inadequate development of new work,

a substantially less interesting theatrical environment

and a less successful one.”

Publishing

It was interesting to receive a submission from the

Commissioning Editor of Nick Hern Books, Matt

Applewhite. As a new play publisher, he sees the

industry from the perspective of commercial sales of

new play scripts. “In the past, theatres were ordering

500, 1000, or more copies of a playtext,” he told me,

“Now it’s not uncommon to receive orders for 100”

before going on to speculate that “An increasing

amount of our work has been new editions of previously

produced work – which possibly suggests that theatres

are being forced to be less adventurous and programme

fewer new plays.”

The past

A particularly thoughtful submission was received from

theatre academic Taryn Storey, who specialises in the

historical study of the Arts Council (ACE). She makes a
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convincing case that, at its inception, the very raison

d’etre of ACE was to facilitate risk and, therefore,

innovation in the arts. It is this innovation which is

now under threat.

“The introduction of state subsidy for new writing and

the emergence of the ‘new wave’ of British playwrights

in the mid-1950s would thus seem to be explained by a

simple causal relationship”, Storey writes. “What is less

well documented, but equally evident, is that in times of

economic downturn, the very companies that invest in

risk become vulnerable.”

The future

I hope that the future of new development is not the

blank screen which Jack Bradley imagines. That would

be a tragedy. But there can be no doubt that the

majority of respondents who took part in my brief,

unscientific survey feel that in their section of the

industry at least, there is a serious crisis.

But I will leave the final word to a jobbing writer

and teacher of writing, Alan Barrett, whose plays

I did not know, whose name I had not heard of, but

who summed it up better than I ever could. I only hope

that our current sorrows do not mean that his voice is

lost to us for good.

“It’s a very short-sighted policy this government has.

Essentially, cutting the roots to preserve the branches

without thought that with neglected roots, the whole

tree will die. When everything you do is geared to cost,

not value, you have a very narrow grasp of life.”



Key quotes summarised

“I don’t get subsidy. I don’t need it. But I do need

the subsidised sector. That is where the talent finds

its training. Writers, actors, designers and directors all

cut their teeth in that environment. You have to talk

about the whole ecology, the relationship between

grassroots, the subsidised sector, national companies,

tv, film and radio. We need to take an overview of

the cultural body politic and how it is damaged by a

short-termism that will damage a multi-billion industry

over a generation.”Sonia Friedman, theatre producer



“Without such investment in today’s beginners,

we risk losing the stars of tomorrow. The UK has a

world-wide reputation for innovative and successful

theatre and broadcast drama with writers at the

heart: let’s ensure that is sustained for future

generations.”Alison Hindell, head of BBC Audio Drama



“The National Theatre has been protected by its

earnings from War Horse and One Man, Two

Guvnors, from having to make substantial cuts to

its activity. The cuts in our Arts Council grant greatly

exceed (by a factor of more than two) what it costs

to run [our R&amp;D wing] the Studio. Those costs are

in their turn covered by what we earn from War

Horse. Without the Studio there would have been

no War Horse. Without War Horse we would have

to consider options including the drastic curtailment

of Studio activity and a much smaller and less risky

repertoire. In other words, our commercial success is

the consequence of adequate public investment. The

consequences of inadequate public investment will

be fewer risks, inadequate development of new

work, a substantially less interesting theatrical

environment and a less successful one.” Nick Hytner,

National Theatre



“These cuts have forced us to play it safe with our

programming.” Anonymous regional venue



“2012-13 is the first year in our 19 year history that

Out of Joint will not have produced a new play.” Max

Stafford-Clark, Out of Joint



“We can no longer afford new full-length writing

commissions, workshops on new plays, nor can

we plan, which is all part of the new writing

development process.” Gillian Hambleton,

Northumberland Theatre Company

“Wise investment in infrastructure helps develop the

practice of artists, create new work, and reach new

audiences.” Tassos Stevens, Coney

“We have amassed reams and reams of evidence

that empirically shows that national and local cuts

to venue funding have meant less new writing being

programmed nationwide.” James Grieve, Paines Plough



“Access to culture needs underpinning with public

investment. On a commercial basis, culture would be

the preserve of the elite, and as is widely accepted as

true, a life without culture is a diminished one.”Steven

Atkinson, HighTide

“Faced with the reality of a world that does not

understand the process of writing and only lauds the

end result – professional development agencies for

writers are vital. Without them fewer writers will

develop the requisite skills, and the courage, to

become successful. They will fall away after formal

education and much great work – potentially work

that would have enriched our cultural identity and

become part of our national heritage – will be

lost.”Richard O’Neill, playwright

“There’s a cultural belief that somehow new

playwrights are just born. Often you’ll see someone’s

“first” play on at Soho or the Royal Court and it simply

won’t be mentioned that they had 3 shows on the

fringe before and numerous short plays through various

programmes … Sometimes it looks like nothing has

been happening before you write your first successful

play, but actually it really has been, in all sorts of

subtle ways. That’s the ecology that so desperately

needs to be protected.”Hannah Mulder, playwright

“So as far as I’m concerned, the cuts have totally

defined my playwriting career.”Dan Davies, playwright
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Survey results table (page 1)

Organisation



1. New plays

cancelled or

postponed



2. Literary dept reductions



Action Transport

Theatre

(Nina

Hajiyianni, AD)



No new play

commissions planned

for 2011-15 unless

additional funding

sources can be found.



Actors Touring

Company

(Nick Williams,

ED)



3. Subsidy



4. Annual new play R&amp;D spend



4d. Explanation for any

decrease



a. ACE

reduction 12-13



b. % total

income



c. Reductions

other



a. 2010-11



b. 2011-12



c. 2012-13

(projected)



d. 2013-14

(estimated)



All staff reduced from 6 FT / 1

PT to 2 FT / 4 PT.



£64k (35%)



31%



Trusts and

foundations also

less successful



£29k



£31k



£20k



£14k



In line with ACE’s reduced

fundng



Not yet



Yes, can only now afford

1 commission and 2

translations a year, leaving

us in a strategically tricky

position reliant on limited

works.



Standstill, with

6. 9% cut from

previous year.



5%



Venue

guarantees

greatly reduced

– BO splits

now demanded,

placing risk with

touring company.



£14k



£19k



£56k (but

major

non-ACE

one-off

grant in

here)



£80k (but

includes

one-off

£40k from

ACE

Catalyst

fund)



We’ve managed to

lever funds from external

sources in a way we could

never previously achieve.

However, some projects

may not be presented in

the UK.



Almeida

(Mike

Attenborough,

AD)



One less production

planned in 2013-14,

from 6 to 5



No, we are doing all we can

to protect.



39% over 4

years



Anonymous 1

(Large regional

venue)



None



n/a – no literary dept



10. 9%



12%



City Council:

Year 1 – 10%

Year 2 – 15%



Anonymous 2

(Small ethnic

minority

touring)



One commission

cancelled



Budget cut from £10k to £3k.

PT dramaturg cut to freelance.

No long term development,

just short term bursts of

dramaturgy.



100%



84%



Trusts and

foundations

income fallen to

zero as no staff

time to make

applications.



£20k



£8k



£3k



£4k



ACE funding cut



Anonymous 3

(Large London

venue)



No



None



£64,447 (11%)



Uncertain

– BO

revenue

increasing



Local council

grant cut 100%

(£74k)



5%



5%



6%



7%



Increase in BO revenue is

allowing us to invest in

literary activity – starting

from a very low base. This

is essential to maintain

quality of work.



Anonymous 4

(Large regional

theatre and arts

centre)



No



No



n/a



0. 01%

(£40k out

of £4m)



0. 01%

(£40k out

of £4m)



0. 006%

(£20k out

of £3. 5m)



0. 004%

(£20k out

of £3. 5m)



Not linked to reduction in

ACE funds, but in line with

need to generally trim costs

to deal with decline in

ticket income.



None
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No decreases, we value and

are protecting new writing



Organisation

(continued)



5. Measures to protect new writing

Fewer full

commissions



Shorter

runs



Action Transport

Theatre

(Nina Hajiyianni, AD)



x



x



Actors Touring

Company

(Nick Williams, ED)



x



Almeida

(Mike Attenborough,

AD)



Produce

fewer new

plays



Smaller

casts



Limit

workshops



Other



Writers’

residencies/

attachments



New writer

development

schemes



Open

access

workshops



Unsolicited

play

reading



Other



Having to match

project to funding

source, delaying

projects until fully

funded.



x



Can only commission

full new translations

of plays we’re very

confident have

potential for

presentation.



More co-pros

with other orgs.



x



x



x



x



x



x



x



x



x



x



Anonymous 3

(Large London venue)



Anonymous 4

(Large regional

theatre and arts

centre)



Reduced

community

work



x



Anonymous 1

(Large regional

venue)

Anonymous 2

(Small ethnic minority

touring)



6. Cutbacks to longer term play development



x



x



Loss of council

grant led to

closure of

education dept

x



x



x
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x



x



x



Organisation

(continued)



7. If investment maintained, how achieved

Savings in other areas

(specify)



Additional

non-ACE

fundraising



New working

models for

playwrights

(specify)



X



Almeida (Mike

Attenborough,

AD)



X



Anonymous 1

(Large

regional

venue)



Reduced overheads



Anonymous 2

(Small ethnic

minority

touring)



n/a



Anonymous 3

(Large London

venue)



Staff reductions, from

32 in 2010 down to

19 now. Brutal cash

control and rigorous

overhead reduction,

e.g. energy. Cut all but

the work and means

to promote it.



X



8b. Sustainability



Increasing our participation work

with young writers is one way we can

maintain being a producing company.

But we are unable to offer

commissions in next 2 years

without raising additional funds.

2012-13 will see remounts, not

new commissions.



Making our existing product go

further is very much where we’re

focussed.



We were lucky –

successful ACE

Catalyst bid brought

in dedicated

fundraising capacity.



X



Capacity is limited and international

projects take a lot of work to arrange

– but it’s now necessary to attract the

investment.



Major changes since 2010, 100%

staff turnover, and actively

pursuing external funding,

especially international

opportunities.



Irony is that ACE cut us for being so

successful at raising private money.

The one comment on our work (other

than describing it as “exemplary”)

was that they wanted us to return to

a 6 play year. It is their cut which now

prevents us from doing just that.



The sixth play we have cut was a

new play.



We have switched from new

writing support, commissioning and

development to short term bursts of

activity only on 15-20min plays.



X



9. Other comments



Other



Action

Transport

Theatre (Nina

Hajiyianni, AD)



Actors Touring

Company

(Nick Williams,

ED)



8a. Effects of these changes



Increased box office

revenue.



We’ll be ok – new writing will always

be at centre of our activity. Our model

embraces a commercial approach.
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Unable now to support long term

development of full-length works.



As the only company

specifically supporting new writing

development by a specific ethnic

group this has had a significant

impact on the development of

this sector.

We were very lucky – took over an

institution in crisis and had to cut

it to the bone. We’ve installed a

flexible model, opened a studio

and doubled no. of productions.

‘Risky’ work in studio offset by

‘epic’ work on mainstage, thus

protecting box office.



Anonymous 4

(Large

regional

theatre and

arts centre)



The Board recognises the need to

build up our resources to be able to

return to levels of investment pre

2012. A recent application to J Paul

Getty Trust was specifically focussed

on increasing commissioning and

artist development activity.
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As an organisation that relies on

ticket and bar revenues more than

subsidy (which in total represents

less than 20% of turnover), the

impact of the recession has not

simply been on grants. The biggest

risk to our ability to make new work

is the ability of our audience to

spend with us.



Survey results table (page 2)

Organisation



1. New plays cancelled

or postponed



2. Literary dept

reductions



3. Subsidy



4. Annual new play R&amp;D spend



a. ACE

reduction 12-13



b. % total

income



c. Reductions other



a. 2010-11



b. 2011-12



c. 2012-13

(projected)



d. 2013-14

(estimated)



Anonymous

5

(mid-scale

touring

company

with specific

social remit)



Inability to make

increased investment

to commissions over

past two years (partly

for financial reasons)

meant we haven’t had

plays coming through

in time to produce.



Yes – temporary

reduction this year

which has produced

saving. Role covered

by short term

contracts and

in-house staff.



11% (£10,991)



5%



All London Council funding.

All European Social Fund

(and others) previously

supporting education work.



£23. 5k



£42k



£53k



£71k



Secured significant

Catalyst award, allowing

us to sustain investment,

attract new funds, build

fundraising capacity and

deliver increased artistic

work.



Anonymous

6

(Large

regional

venue)



Yes – commissioning

budget reduced and

no. of productions.



We had to cut our

literary dept years

ago.



4. 38% (£29k)



1. 6%



City Council – £40k

County Council – £106k



£50k



£55k



£53k



£60k



We have tried to

maintain our commitment

to new writing by making

economies elsewhere in

our business. This puts

enormous pressure on

other departments.



Anonymous

7

(Small

London

company

with specific

social remit)



No



No literary dept, just

me (AD)



7% (£11. 8k)



1. 5-2%



5% ACE cut in previous year.

£50k cut from London

councils two years ago.

Previous support from

London Dev Agency and Euro

Social Fund unlikely to be

repeated due to changes.



£13. 7k



£15. 2k



£12. 5k



£13k



Anonymous

8

(Mid-scale

London

company

with specific

ethnic remit)



No



Yes – functions

reassigned to senior

manager and budget

reduced in line with

ACE cuts.



21%



15%



n/a



£56k



£51k



£40k



£40k



In line with ACE cut



Fevered

Sleep

(Sophie

Eustace, ED)



1 x UK tour cancelled

1 x research project

deferred



Employing student

dramaturg so Uni

covers her costs



0% 12-13

6% 11-12



n/a



GFA/Touring bid unsuccessful

– £60k



£42. 5k



£27. 5k



£30k



£43k



GFA Touring bid

not coming through.

Longer fundraising

periods now.

Less time on

creative making.
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4d. Explanation for any

decrease



Organisation

(continued)



5. Measures to protect new writing



Anonymous 5

(mid-scale touring

company with

specific social remit)



x



Produce

fewer

new plays



Fewer full

commissions



Anonymous 6

(Large regional

venue)



x



Anonymous 7

(Small London

company with

specific social remit)



x



Anonymous 8

(Mid-scale London

company with

specific ethnic remit)



x



Fevered Sleep



Shorter

runs



6. Cutbacks to longer term play development

Smaller

casts



Limit

workshops



x



x



x



Reduced

community

work



Other



Writers’

residencies/

attachments



New writer

development

schemes



Reducing

rehearsal periods



We have cut

our work

force by

12% since

2010



x



x



Open

access

workshops



Unsolicited

play

reading



x



x



x



x



Other



x



x



x



x



x



x



Working with

fewer touring

partners so work

less widely seen



x



We have reduced full and

seed commissions*, along

with script reading and

other literary research, in

order to protect monies

going to productions.

Part-time contracts to staff

Delaying tours

Postponing R&amp;D



* ‘Seed commissions’ are small payments of around £1000

(as opposed to a full commission fee of around £7,500) to

playwrights, in exchange for anything from a story outline

and some sample scenes to a full first draft. Their use is

controversial among playwrights.
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Organisation

(continued)



7. If investment maintained, how achieved

Savings

in other

areas

(specify)



Additional

non-ACE

fundraising



Anonymous

5

(mid-scale

touring

company

with specific

social remit)



x

Core

costs



x



x – across

whole

company



x



Anonymous

7

(Small

London

company

with specific

social remit)



x



x



Anonymous

8

(Mid-scale

London

company

with specific

ethnic remit)



n/a



Fevered

Sleep



Delayed

move

to new

premises.

More

in-kind

support

sought.



Anonymous

6

(Large

regional

venue)



x



New working

models for

playwrights

(specify)



x – work in

progress



8a. Effects of these changes



8b. Sustainability



9. Other comments



Our ambition is to grow our new writing and

move from limited commissions/productions

(was 1:1 – huge pressure) to allow work to

develop at the right pace and for us to produce

more – tour more etc. Hard to sustain touring

and venue profile and build audiences with

limited touring product.



We are in danger of not achieving this if we do

not fulfil our fundraising targets. The issue for us is

also about production costs and getting decent

venue deals. No point in endless commissions if

we can’t get the work out there!



Some new writing venues have

deprioritised new work to smaller less

high profile spaces which will generate

decreased box office income through

reduced seats and attract less press

attention.



At present we are looking to increase our

new writing activity by rekindling a ‘Literary’

presence in the building and are hoping to

appoint an Associate Director. Since I took

over the post of AD in 2009 I have been the

sole commissioner, play reader and dramaturg

whilst directing 18 shows!



The continual withdrawal of government funds

will bleed us slowly to death, so we are forced to

seek other funding sources and enter the scrabble

for philanthropy which can only end in most

companies being disappointed. We have chosen to

prioritise new writing as part of a major strategy

in future plans. New writing is essential to our

future, and because we are resourceful we will

make it work or the company will cease to exist.



These cuts have forced us to play it

safe with our programming: box office is

essential to our financial health. We have

an 80 year old grade II listed building

to maintain. My office leaks in the wet

weather! We have cut our work force by

12% since 2010. This has to have an

effect on nurturing new work.



The funding which ACE supplies is a

comparatively small part of our funding matrix,

though it is vital to our survival; so the hits that

other companies which are more dependent

on ACE funding are doubtless heavier than we

have had to deal with. We have also always

been very diverse in our funding sources, and

extremely entrepreneurial about raising funds.



No – but iWe commission one new play a year,

for touring. This is so central to our output that we

will always ringfence this. We have for some years

been trying to produce an annual production for

wider public audiences, but currently we are only

able to do this on a biennial basis.



The wider effects on new writing probably

affects us more directly than our own

direct commissioning policy. i. e. if there

are fewer writers out there being ‘grown’

by other theatres, there is a smaller pool

for us to choose from. We tend to want

to grab writers in the early stages of their

career (but never at the very start. )



The cuts have definitely affected us and will

affect future plays as we have reduced our

commissioning budget by half. We have also

restricted the activity around script reading

which in some ways is a vital service to new

Black writers who feel safe to send their work

to us.



The swathe of cuts across theatre provides an

additional difficulty for diverse shows as they are

perceived as more risky in drawing audiences. The

market has become a more difficult place for our

work.



First tour cancelled since 2004.

Reduced fees venues are able to offer.

Co-pro with Sadlers Wells cancelled.



“Incredibly concerned” about sustainability of

small scale touring.



Other
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Children aged 12 and under make up

15% of population but receive only 1%

of arts funding – even before these cuts

Our work is often their first introduction

to live performance but it doesn’t fit

a commercial model.

ACE cuts are seriously threatening

children’s cultural lives.



Survey results table (page 3)

Organisation



1. New plays cancelled or

postponed



2. Literary dept reductions



Liverpool Theatres

(Deborah Aydon,

ED)



No, though studio shows

carefully assessed against

financial projections.

Everyword new writing

festival sustained due

to fundraised income.



Northumberland

Theatre Company

(Gillian Hambleton,

AD)



Octagon Theatre,

Bolton

(Roddy Gauld ED &amp;

Elizabeth Newman,

Assoc. Director)



3. Subsidy



4. Annual new play R&amp;D spend



a. ACE

reduction 12-13



b. % total

income



c. Reductions other



a. 2010-11



b. 2011-12



c. 2012-13

(projected)



d. 2013-14

(estimated)



Structural change

following Lit Mgr’s

departure, saving

£11k (21%). Some

responsibilities given to

Assoc. Directors – though

both externally funded

for 12 months. Savings

redeployed within overall

Lit. Budget.



Increase of

£107k (+6.

98%)



+2. 61%



Liverpool City Council

-£106k

Knowsley Borough -£4k

Fundraising -£11. 9k

(6.5%)

Project funding (Youth/

Comm) -£169k (71%)

Project Funding (Literary)

-£5. 3k, 10%



£124k



£140k



£125k



£125k



Yes – all plans for new

plays are on hold until/if

project funding received.



Yes



100% (£300k)



65%



3%



2. 9%



2. 6%



Yes – one programme

of new Studio plays

abandoned. And one

main stage production

cancelled. All productions

now need to make a

surplus.



Yes – budget for

script reading diverted

elsewhere, making us

reliant on volunteering.

Submission process

revised to single window.

More efficient but less

effective service for

writers.



No reduction



n/a



NB: Figures

don’t include

commissions

or Assoc. Dir

fee:



£7285



£4845



Postponed all new work

until co-producers found.

For first time we’ll

produce no new plays in

2012-13, just revivals.



Literary admin now done

by Associate Director.

No longer able to respond

to unsolicited (500+ p. a. )

Lit. Dept. Encouraged to

initiate income

generation.



£105k (27. 9%)



4d.

Explanation

for any

decrease



Gate Theatre

(Chris Haydon, AD)



Out Of Joint

(Max Stafford

Clark, AD)



Standstill local authority –

£16k in real terms



£5560



12. 5%



Harder to secure fees from

regional venues.
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Figures

maintained

thanks to

private

fundraising



Expenditure

had already

dropped in

2010-11

due to

notification

of funding

cuts.



Organisation

(continued)



5. Measures to protect new writing

Produce

fewer new

plays



Fewer full

commissions



Shorter

runs



Smaller casts



Limit

workshops



Reduced

community work



Other



Writers’

residencies/

attachments



Gate Theatre

(Chris Haydon,

AD)



x



x



x



x



x



x



Our

commissioning

fees are much

lower than

we’d like

– ambition to

increase but

impossible

with cuts



x



Liverpool

Theatres

(Deborah Aydon,

ED)



Studio has

allowed

more

– though

challenge to

sustain now

in 3 spaces



Maintained

– by using

capital grant

and

fundraising



We don’t

insist – but

it’s always a

consideration,

and discussed

with writers.



Sustained

through

private

fundraising



None specifically

related to new

writing – though

expanded overall

due to private

fundraising and

NPO increase



Northumberland

Theatre

Company

(Gillian

Hambleton, AD)



x



x



x



x



Octagon

Theatre, Bolton

(Roddy Gauld

ED &amp; Elizabeth

Newman, Assoc.

Director)



x

(down 50%

– 4 in

2012-13. 2 in

2013-14)



x

None in

2012-13



Out Of Joint

(Max Stafford

Clark)



x



x



6. Cutbacks to longer term play development



Always been

subject to

fundraising

– 3 year

prog

currently

in place



New writer

development

schemes



Open

access

workshops



Unsolicited

play

reading



We have a large

pile of unsolicited

scripts and

limited capacity

to read. This

hinders our

ability to discover

new talent.

Sustained by

core funding



x – Yes

scaled back

a little (but

decision not

just driven

by funding)

x



x



x



Initiating a

friends scheme
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Other



x



Page to stage

development

opportunities



Organisation

(continued)



7. If investment maintained, how achieved

Savings in

other areas

(specify)



8a. Effects of these changes



8b. Sustainability



9. Other comments



We have no money at all for R&amp;D.

So if a writer feels that they need a

workshop (or even just a reading) to

try something out, we can only do

this on an ad hoc basis when we

can find someone else to support

that. I can’t tell you how depressing

it is to have to keep saying to

writers “does it really need that

many characters?” All of this

inevitably puts severe limitations on

the creative ambitions of our writers.



The opportunities and resources we

can offer to artists behind the scenes

is shrinking significantly. Artists have

always been good at working within

tight limitations – but there comes a

breaking point when financial limitations

make a particular project impossible, or

they fundamentally compromise the

quality of the work.



We have made a number of

programming decisions recently

which involve us choosing to produce

extant plays by well known writers

(so there is no commissioning fee

involved and we are more likely to

get good advance sales). We have

reduced the number of shows that

we are producing overall in a year.



x



Sustainable for now due to positive

NPO and private fundraising. We are

increasingly offering resources to

local [smaller] companies due to the

effect of cuts.



Writers are forming groups to produce/

curate work, in some cases working for

nothing to get work on. Lots of our

young writers are unemployed – no ‘day

job’. May affect their ability to stay in

Lpool.



Redevelopment was unique base for

private fundraising + positive NPO

means fundraising from position of

optimism. It will be some time before

we know if this strategy will work

fully.



x – Since April we

have raised over

£90K through

Trusts, Councils,

Friends and

Family scheme

and donations.

What happens

after April is

anyone’s guess.

It is impossible to

go back to Trusts

and Foundations

year on year



We’re still here! Through hard work

and sheer bloody mindedness! We

have lost one member of staff and

the rest of us are on 2 days a week

and we have totally lost InterACT:

The Northern Region’s Theatre

Training Ensemble 2002-2012 a

unique award winning scheme for

emergent actors designers, directors

and stage managers, (88% of all

participants who are still working in

the business. )



Over the past 20 years over 25%

of NTC’s work has been new writing

because we had village hall and

community venues who trusted us

no matter what we did, therefore we

could tour new work and still get great

audiences – since the cuts and the threat

of the cuts we can no longer afford

new full-length writing commissions,

workshops on new plays, nor can we

plan, which is all part of the new writing

development process when we don’t

know if we’ll have funding from one

quarter to another.



Our village hall venues are full

for every show, we sell out shows

before they are advertised, they are

desperate to keep us, for some who

live 35 miles from the nearest town

it is their only opportunity to see live

theatre, particularly for the elderly

and young people. There is a limit

to how much you can raise your fees,

we have toured theatre of the highest

quality in terms of content and

production values and developed

and maintained new audiences for

theatre for over 20 years but small

scale village hall touring to rural

communities throughout the UK is

relatively impossible without subsidy.



Additional

non-ACE

fundraising



Gate Theatre

(Chris Haydon,

AD)



Liverpool

Theatres

(Deborah Aydon,

ED)



Northumberland

Theatre

Company

(Gillian

Hambleton, AD)



x – Of a FT

staff of 4. 2

doing

everything

1 has left,

the rest

have all

received

redundancy

and are on

2 day a

week/

project

funding.



New working

models for

playwrights

(specify)



Other
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Octagon

Theatre, Bolton

(Roddy Gauld

ED &amp; Elizabeth

Newman, Assoc.

Director)



Out Of Joint

(Max Stafford

Clark)



Employing

new models for

working with

playwrights,

reducing services/

hours,

discontinuing

ancillary events

such as readings

and poetry

meeting

Reduced

admin

costs by

30%



x



Our commitment to new writing is

undiminished and we maintain a

range of opportunities through

partnership working, e. g. with Uni

of Bolton to tutor creative writing.

However we are consciously

focussing on activities that create

biggest opportunity; small activities

such as poetry at lunchtimes being

lost (rich nourishment for writers/

audiences but huge effort).



We are looking at whether we can

continue new writing commissions

through collaborations and perhaps

our reserves if we feel a commission is

particularly worthy.



Dependent on back catalogue work

for past 2 years.

Noticeable audience price sensitivity,

e. g. only booking on concession

days, esp in regions.



In 2012-13 we’re drawing heavily on

cash reserves to maintain programme

– unsustainable long term.
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Survey results table (page 4)

Organisation



1. New plays

cancelled or

postponed



2. Literary dept

reductions



3. Subsidy



Paines

Plough

(James

Grieve,

co-AD)



None per se – but

because we work

with so many other

organisations, cuts to

them also affect us.

See longer statement

for details.



Yes – literary

functions now

part of AD’s job

description (though

this is ideological

as much as

cost-saving)



Increase of 5.

8%



Ridiculusmus

(David

Woods, AD)



Yes – postponed



No



n/a – we

received

increase



Royal

Exchange

Theatre

(Suzanne

Bell, Literary

+ other staff)



No



No



6. 9% 2011-12

2012-13 =

standstill (cut in

real terms)



Shared

Experience

(Michelle

Walker, ED)



50% reduction, from

2 shows per year to

1 (subject to

fundraising)



n/a



£400k (100%)



Spike Theatre

(Mark Smith,

AD)



50% reduction (from

2 to 1)



n/a



100%



a. ACE

reduction 12-13



4. Annual new play R&amp;D spend

b. % total

income



c. Reductions

other



a. 2010-11



4d. Explanation for any decrease



b.

2011-12



c. 2012-13

(projected)



d. 2013-14

(estimated)



75%



75%



75%



75%



n/a



£95k



£60k



£86. 5k



£196k (tbc)



The Royal Exchange Theatre has recently

announced a new artistic leadership and

direction for the organisation which places

new writing and the role of the playwright

at the heart of the organisation and is stated

as a key priority in our five year business plan

with ACE. We have seen a recent increase

in commissioning and engagement with

playwrights to reflect the new artistic vision

for the company



A policy

shift means

all resources

are now

geared

towards

production.

n/a



Difficult to

raise

anything

from outside

sources



66%



Reduced fees

from venues
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Organisation (continued)



5. Measures to protect new writing

Produce

fewer new

plays



Paines Plough

(James Grieve, co-AD)



Fewer full

commissions



Shorter runs



6. Cutbacks to longer term play development

Smaller

casts



x – We are re-touring

existing shows



Ridiculusmus

(David Woods, AD)



x



Limit

workshops



Reduced

community

work



x



x



x



x



Other



Writers’

residencies/

attachments



New writer

development

schemes



Open

access

workshops



Unsolicited

play

reading



x



x



x



x



Royal Exchange Theatre

(Suzanne Bell, Literary + other staff)

Shared Experience

(Michelle Walker, ED)



x



x



x



Spike Theatre

(Mark Smith, AD)



x



x



x
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n/a

x



n/a



Other



Organisation

(continued)



7. If investment maintained, how achieved

Savings in

other areas

(specify)



Paines

Plough

(James

Grieve,

co-AD)



Ridiculusmus

(David

Woods, AD)



New working

models for

playwrights

(specify)



Reduce

core costs



x



x – move

to become

resident co

at Oxford

Playhouse

saved £90k

admin



x – Now

seek project

funding for

every play,

GFA, trusts,

partner

funding.



8b. Sustainability



9. Other comments



PP never works alone; our ability

to tour is predicated entirely on

venues booking our shows.

Reductions in these venues’

funding means they cannot

afford to take risks on new plays.

They say to us they can no longer

afford our guarantees.



Our running costs for small scale tours of new plays

have increased year on year (figures submitted

separately) while the guarantees theatres are able

to pay have decreased. So funding cuts to venues

are directly impacting on our ability to tour new

plays, and therefore to commission new plays, and

to help playwrights develop their craft through

production.



We have amassed reams and reams of

evidence that empirically shows that

national and local cuts to venue funding

have meant less new writing being

programmed nationwide. This impacts on

PP – a very well established, 39-year old

company with an international reputation.

If we are affected, then how are these cuts

affecting new writing at the grass roots?



Despite becoming a new NPO,

our marketplace has been

devastated by cuts: venues

struggle to host us, audiences

have dwindled from marketing

cuts, and regular commissioning

partners can now only offer

in-kind support.



We have reduced our personnel, play shows

‘unplugged’ with minimal tech support, rely on

manual marketing, and replace fee income with box

office splits like in our early years of working.

These are all distractions from producing work.



Experienced colleagues have tired of

compromises and left the industry; there

is an atmosphere of gloom and a sense

that much better work is being made in

other countries.



Although there has been a

smallincrease in [new play]

funding from core-funding this is

predominantly due to the lack of

funding in previous years rather

than a reflection of an increase

on pre-existing funding. Further

funding has predominantly been

done through additional

fundraising from non-Arts

Council sources.



The Royal Exchange Theatre has 4 full time staff

members concentrating on fundraising income

streams: Individuals, Trusts and Corporates.

Corporate support via membership and sponsorship

is steadily declining in the industry since 2007/8 with

many arts organisations experiencing a 7% annual

decline. Many have taken the decision to concentrate

on raising funds from individuals and trusts as they

are likely to yield higher return, particular for

participation and new writing projects, than

corporate sponsorship/membership.



Corporate support has been viewed

by some as transaction, focussingon

hospitality, marketing and PR benefitsto

the company. The Royal Exchange Theatre

hasa legacy of strong corporate support,

built up over the last twenty years,so is

able to maintain a certain level of income

from this area, though it’s declining

steadily.



We have had to contract around

our core work, choosing fewer

projects to extend the number

of years we can operate.

Having to fundraise for each and

every project means we can no

longer guarantee any particular

project will happen.



We are still searching for a new business model

which will ensure the company is sustainable in the

long-term. Fundraising now a significant part of our

activity.



I would say to Vaizey that given the

lead times on play development we are

not seeing the full effect of the cuts yet.

Project can be 3 to 5 years in

development. It’s a bit premature to say

there has been no effect.



Other



x



Royal

Exchange

Theatre

(Suzanne

Bell, Literary

+ other staff)



Shared

Experience

(Michelle

Walker, ED)



Additional

non-ACE

fundraising



8a. Effects of these changes



Almost all staff

now employed

freelance, only

one FT left.

We also seek to

co-produce

more.
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Spike Theatre

(Mark Smith,

AD)



x



Venues have less and thus

become risk averse with new

work, others and I understand

this, but what it risks is

stagnation and an audience’s

exposure to new and exciting

work.
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The loss of one show is in excess of

£45,000 pounds to the local Merseyside

economy. Although this is not a direct loss

from our budgets as we are not core

funded, this is what we would have

fundraised (based on our 2012-13) and

income from sales.



Survey results table (page 5)

Organisation



1. New plays

cancelled or

postponed



2. Literary dept

reductions



Tamasha

(Kristine

Landon

Smith, AD)



R&amp;D drastically

reduced, restricted

to what’s already

on the slate.

Difficult to find

budgets to pay

artist at good

levels, e. g. for

scratch nights.



Theatre

Centre

(Natalie

Wilson, AD)



3. Subsidy



4. Annual new play R&amp;D spend



4d. Explanation for any decrease



a. ACE

reduction 12-13



b. % total

income



c. Reductions

other



a. 2010-11



b. 2011-12



c. 2012-13

(projected)



d. 2013-14

(estimated)



Seeding new work now

comes through our

developing artist

programme (cheaper).

No healthy core budget

for new commissions.

ADs now only ones

offering dramaturgical

support to writers.



£23k (11%)



6%



London

Councils

100% cut

(£53k)



5. 3%



9%



3%



3%



ACE and Council cuts – now looking at

co-commissioning model.



Latest tour

postponed and

considering scaling

down show.



n/a



£80k (22%)



16%



n/a



£23k



£30K



£47k



£49k



Uplift due to sizeable grant from Paul

Hamlyn Foundation for Skylines

programme.



Theatre

Writing

Partnership

– now

defunct

(Kate

Chapman,

former AD)



Yes



Yes



100%



75%



Third Angel

(Alex Kelly,

co-AD)



Yes – two

commissions , a

film project and an

adult education

programme.



n/a



£36k (100%)



We closed

down in

June 2012



In March 2011 we learned that Third Angel

had been unsuccessful in our application to

be an NPO. We were then a “small” RFO,

receiving about £36,000 per year. We had

applied for an average of £86,000 per year

as an NPO. Consequently, our plans for

2011/12 had to change quite drastically. We

applied separately for GftA funding to tour

the show What I Heard About the World,

and we were successful in that.
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Organisation

(continued)



Tamasha

(Kristine

Landon Smith,

AD)



5. Measures to protect new writing



6. Cutbacks to longer term play development



Produce

fewer

new plays



Fewer full

commissions



Shorter

runs



Smaller

casts



Limit

workshops



x



x



x



x



Theatre Centre

(Natalie

Wilson, AD)



x



Reduced

community

work



Other



Writers’

residencies/

attachments



New writer

development

schemes



Open access

workshops



Unsolicited

play

reading



x



Restricting new writers’ initiatives means

we can employ them as workshop leaders

but hard to offer next step up – commission

and production.



X



X



X – now

charge for all

workshops,

used to be

free.



x



x



It is now in our business plan to remount

shows where possible rather than produce

new ones.



Theatre Writing

Partnership

– now defunct

(Kate

Chapman,

former AD)

Third Angel

(Alex Kelly,

co-AD)



We held an Open Space in Sept 2011 with

regional writers to discuss how new work

could be supported in future. Spent our final

year discussing this with theatres. Org most

engaged was actually Writers Guild.

x



x



x



We had to move out of the office and

workspace/rehearsal room we had been in

for 11 years.
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Other



Organisation

(continued)



7. If investment maintained, how achieved

Savings in

other areas

(specify)



Additional

non-ACE

fundraising



New working models

for playwrights

(specify)



Tamasha

(Kristine

Landon

Smith, AD)



Theatre

Centre

(Natalie

Wilson, AD)



X

– salaries/

fees,

overheads



Theatre

Writing

Partnership

– now

defunct

(Kate

Chapman,

former AD)

Third Angel

(Alex Kelly,

co-AD)



X



X – flexible

commissioning,

exploring ideas

through ‘seed1

commissions’

before committing

(ie. becoming

risk-averse)



8a. Effects of these changes



8b. Sustainability



9. Other comments



As a team we try and resource our activity

around new writing within the staff that we

have. We do what we can on a shoe string and

try to find innovative partnerships to produce

and commission new work. But it is getting

harder and harder.



No one has money to co commission, and some

“new” work is considered risky. As things get

squeezed, everyone becomes more conservative

and risk averse or they see risk where it may not

exist.



The situation is very very

challenging.



Developing talent is central to our NPO funding

agreement and it is a cruel irony that most of

the development is paid for by non-ACE income.

We are seeing that the time when the writer

determined the stories onstage is changing. An

eye always has to be on the marketing of a play.

I think in the long-run this will impact on the

integrity of commissioning really original work

and plant a seed of growing cynicism about

what to commission and produce.



New writing for young audiences has to overcome

a few more hurdles in protecting itself than new

writing in general. Venues are completely

risk-averse and have no strategy for developing

young audiences, while schools are under extreme

pressure to balance the books. Many schools

cannot afford the sustainable fees that the

company has to charge. Unless there is a change

of heart by the current Secretary of State for

Education, I see a big struggle to survive ahead.



Other



When we closed in 2012 we lost:

2 commissioned plays

10 writers we were seeking partners to produce

National Trust audio trail using theatre writers

Young people’s writing project in Corby

Young Commissioners project in Nottingham



X

–

overheads



We have had to pull a monthly YouTube film,

born out of our devising work on theatre

projects, an adult education programme of arts

evening classes, a commission opportunity with

West Yorkshire Playhouse, a commission

opportunity with PAZZ Festival (Oldenburg).
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TWP’s function is being

absorbed by regional theatres

in East Midlands. However, a

forum of artistic directors set

up to address the issue of what

next for writer development in

the region lasted only two

meetings (so far as I know)

In 2012 we have made one new show – Georges

Perec’s The Machine – working for the first time

with an existing script, for which we got the rights

for free, and most of the cast were funded by their

University work. Although three new shows are

planned for 2013, only one of them has

commissioning money confirmed so far.



The view from…



A series of perspectives from across the British theatre industry

… the beginner playwrights

My first play went to Edinburgh last year and toured this

year. Earlier this year I applied to the Theatre Writing

Partnership in the East Midlands to take part in their

Making Tracks programme. I was successful and received

a small amount of funding to research a new piece of

theatre. A handful of us received funding and this has

been the seed of around seven new pieces of theatre

that are all now in development. Sadly this was the last

of Theatre Writing Partnership’s projects as its funding

was withdrawn. The organisation has developed a

serious amount of talent and created a tight and

supportive network in the East Mids. It will be sorely

missed and there is nothing else like it in the region.

Jane Upton

I applied for an Arts Council England (ACE) grant to

research and develop a new play, Congregation. Theatre

Writing Partnership (TWP) offered to support me

dramaturgically, and the Royal Court Theatre took an

interest. I got the grant and started scribbling. During

this time the Tories got into power and everything

changed. We learned that TWP was to close. I scribbled

away, got positive feedback on my basic drafts from

TWP. My grant ran out. In terms of crafting, thanks

to ACE, I had the space and time to write without

the deadline of a commission; I learnt loads and felt I

understood more and subsequently started to feel a bit

more part of a theatre community. I became that more



confident as a writer. However, with TWP finishing there

was nowhere for Congregation to go.

TWP is a mammoth loss, I feel I rely on the generosity of

friends for feedback on my drafts, which is not the same

as paid dramaturgy, workshopping with actors, and high

profile showcasing in front of an audience. I know some

writers can organise this themselves, but I don’t have

much spare time as a busy working mum. I just want

to be able to write and then work with experienced

professionals. It would seem that the latter is now

a luxury.

Emteaz Hussain

For several years I have had the good fortune of being

developed as a writer by North West Playwrights (NWP).

The considered guidance and support of this writers’

development agency has been the key factor in my

continued growth.

I spent last week loading NWP’s desks, chairs and filing

cabinets into a van, and depositing stacks of scripts

submitted from writers across the North West of

England into a skip. (NWP’s 30 year legacy of writer

development will be coming to an end due to Arts

Council funding cuts. )

I do not come from money and I work as a care

assistant to pay my way. My family is of a stereotypically

Yorkshire, working class mindset. You work for a living
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– you never look for handouts. But there is a

fundamental truth in the creation of theatre that people

outside the industry do not understand. This truth is

what I like to call “the gap”.

It is the gap between formal education (college,

university) and professional producing theatre. Nobody

doubts the necessity of higher education, and everyone

is pleased when a brilliant new play is staged, but the

truth is that the real work for the writer takes place

between these two things. Agencies like North West

Playwrights provide the means to bridge this gap. Faced

with the reality of a world that does not understand the

process of writing and only lauds the end result –

professional development agencies for writers are vital.

Without them fewer writers will develop the requisite

skills, and the courage, to become successful. They will

fall away after formal education and much great work

– potentially work that would have enriched our cultural

identity and become part of our national heritage – will

be lost.

Richard O’Neill

In 2009 I was lucky enough to have my first stage play

The Albatross, a gritty drama about the forces leading

to a vicious fight in a school playground, optioned by

Nicolas Kent for the Tricycle Theatre. When I met Nicolas

he said “in all my time here I have never optioned an

unsolicited script that just arrived from a writer through

the post” and made me a substantial offer.



Obviously I couldn’t believe my luck. He was very

confident that he could get it produced with a coproduction (it’s a big cast). But as Kent sent the script

round various theatres, and 2009 turned into 2010,

the responses that came back were increasingly about

the cuts. Initially, the fear of cuts they were expecting

from the likely Tory government (“have to pass in light

of the expected cuts”), then, as the Tricycle’s option on

it continued and the cuts became a reality, it was actual

money cut from their budget that stopped theatres,

some of whom were keen, from taking a risk on

a co-production of a new writer’s play.

I saw a risk because for sure the script wasn’t perfect,

and maybe some used the cuts as an excuse. But to

some extent that’s the point. Most of the theatres still

had some money, just not money to “risk” on a new

playwright. Eventually the Tricycle Theatre itself had a

budget cut, Nicolas Kent resigned as a result, and even

the script reading service which I’d originally sent it to

has now been withdrawn.

The fact that The Albatross wasn’t staged by the Tricycle

was pretty catastrophic for my writing career. The flash

Curtis Brown agent suddenly wasn’t interested, meaning

the TV drama he’d urged me to write (6 months) was

now pointless. The next stage play I’d been writing

was a second play, whereas now I needed another

“first” play.

I didn’t quite have to go back to square one, the play

still did a lot for me – it helped me get a play on BBC

Radio 4 and even got me to the last round of the BBC

Writer’s Academy. But there’s still a huge difference in



the perception of someone who’s had a full three week

run at the Tricycle and someone who hasn’t.

So as far as I’m concerned, the cuts have totally defined

my playwriting career.

Dan Davies

… the mid-career playwrights

I have worked extensively with the Birmingham

Rep theatre for over the past ten years, and was truly

saddened to hear that one of their most long-standing

dramaturgs (Caroline Jester) had had their position

made redundant.

I had a play produced by the Birmingham Rep earlier this

year (the second I have had produced with the company)

which went on national tour. That was in March. When

this happened six years ago with the same company,

what followed was a commission from Soho theatre,

as well as much other work. This time around, I have

had some work (all from the Rep) follow but not enough

to sustain my work as playwright/tutor. I am currently

working full time with a class of year one pupils and

as lovely as they are, when I get an exhausted moment,

I am back in the position of wondering what my fate is

as a writer. And whether it’s worth it. And how many

others there are like me. And how many of those might

be a true talent lost. This is the biggest test I’ve

personally faced in my 15 years as a writer.

Arzhang Pezhman

There’s a cultural belief that somehow new playwrights

are just born. Often you’ll see someone’s “first” play

on at Soho or the Royal Court and it simply won’t be
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mentioned that they had 3 shows on the fringe before

and numerous short plays through various programmes

etc. I know that lots of the places where I started to test

out the idea of writing for theatre have now had their

funding cut – the south west New Writing Network

through writernet, Exeter Northcott, Barbican Theatre

Plymouth. They were places to try things out, to fail,

to get better and also to start to think of yourself as

a writer. Sometimes it looks like nothing has been

happening before you write your first successful play,

but actually it really has been, in all sorts of subtle

ways. That’s the ecology that so desperately needs

to be protected.

Hannah Mulder

I had an Out of Joint commission, but now they are

reduced to one show a year owing to cuts – two of

the last three have been revivals. Likewise in Leeds

where West Yorkshire Playhouse had to pass on their

own commission and many others, retrenching to

almost no new writing. The scene is shrivelling.

Steve Waters

When the cuts were handed out to theatre companies

– this was the result to me:

The planned new adaptation of Macbeth which The

Dukes, Lancaster wanted me to write and direct was

immediately cut – and no play was put in its place. They

also decided not to do their outdoor summer play – the

first summer the Dukes hadn’t done one for 25 years.

The Dukes also wanted me to direct a new play in their

round space. That was scrapped and has not been



returned to. That new play has not received its first

outing anywhere.

I was also due to write a play for Quondam. That

was cancelled because the company was not included

in the National Portfolio. Since then, the company has

secured the money for half the commission – up to a

development stage, which I AM writing – but with no

guarantee of it going ahead.

I am also Associate Writer for Action Transport Theatre

– that company has no money at all since the cuts to

pay me to write work. Neither does it have the money to

commission other writers and did a ‘devised’ show this

year – where the authorship of the piece was unfunded

and divided between the director and others.

Kevin Dyer

I was commissioned to write the new Dick Barton for

The Warehouse theatre, we have a good script now but

whether it will see the light of day is anyone’s guess. The

Warehouse has been on its knees for years, having had

its local authority funding cut. In December it was finally

boarded up.

Croydon Youth Theatre (CYTO) also used to regularly

commission me, and each year we used to take one

of my plays to the Big Youth Theatre Festival (BYTF),

where all the youth groups would come together and

perform for each other. One of the plays went on to be

performed by other youth theatres around the country

and did a tour of schools around the borough. CYTO

has now lost its funding, the professional management

replaced with amateur volunteers, and it is also losing its



premises (having been in existence for 47 years). BYTF

has also gone, since the National Association of Youth

Theatres who organised it had their funding cut, which

is criminal. It brought the youth of the nation together

for something really positive and wonderful.

Richard Vincent

In 1999, as a working class mother with no future,

I saw a leaflet offering playwriting lessons with Charlotte

Keatley. I’d been great at writing at school. I gave it

a go. They accepted me. I begin work on Dot to Dot.

North West Playwrights (NWP) gave it a rehearsed

reading, where I met John McGrath, who commissioned

it. Called What’s in the Cat it goes on at The Royal

Court. In 2012, I’m a successful playwright.

Because they are independent of theatres, NWP has

been the constant support I have grown to rely on.

Emotionally – they are always at the end of a phone,

and I don’t need my professional face on. Practically –

work-shopping drafts irrelevant of it fitting into a

theatre’s view of itself. Financially – employing me to

tutor other budding playwrights, therefore expanding

my own knowledge.

[NWP lost 100% of its ACE funding and are in the

process of closing down. ]

Linda Brogan

My childhood reads rather like a bad Victorian

melodrama: an alcoholic father who was made

redundant in the Thatcher years, and a mother who

ceaselessly worked as a nurse to support us. Access to

the arts, by virtue of location and circumstance, were nil.
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However, when I was in my early teens, the local council

started a youth theatre. Within three years I had met

John McGrath, the now sadly departed Scottish writer:

he suggested I began writing, and that’s what I did.

By the time I was nineteen I had been invited to write

for the BBC on a freelance basis and I had made six

plays. It hasn’t always been easy, I did wander for a

few years, but eventually I trained in directing: I was

fortunate enough to train classically. Today I am a

professional director, composer and creative learning

practitioner. The work I do with young people is directly

informed by my own experiences, and I am proud to say

that I bring a lot of creative engagement, confidence

and perspective into young peoples lives, and

occasionally, the contact can effect profound change

for the better.

Mhairi Grealis

I had a conversation with a (funded) small London

theatre’s Executive Director last year. The ED had read

and recommended to the theatre’s Artistic Director a

play of mine; the Artistic Director apparently “loved”

the play, but “going forwards we can’t do a play with

a cast of five – only four and preferably fewer.” The ED

made it clear that this is due both to actual cuts and the

fear of more arbitrary cuts to come, given the process

of austerity so far. This is a company with a great track

record, and it means that audiences get a less populated

view of the world on its stage.

Ben Ellis



… the West End playwrights

After my first play for the Royal Court Theatre, Breathing

Corpses in 2005, I was invited to create something with

director Lyndsey Turner for Rough Cuts, the Court’s

biannual season of experimental work. We had two

weeks of speculative workshops with actors in February

that year, exploring broad themes of wealth and

privilege. This was followed by one further week of

research and interviews with Lyndsey, and another week

exploring certain ideas and hunches with 4 actors – by

this point it was clear we wanted to do something about

a dining society. We had another week to rehearse these

before publicly presenting about 30 minutes at Rough

Cuts 2007. The audience response was enthusiastic, so

the Court encouraged Lyndsey and I to continue

working together on the idea.

In summer 2008 we went for a retreat week, funded by

the Court, where we knocked together a shape for the

play and I wrote some further scenes. After this I wrote

a full first draft, this was then given an in-house reading.

Then I wrote another draft, and there was another

reading.

The play was accepted in 2009 for a production in 2010.

The first run at the Court was a sell out – partly because

the play was produced at the same time as the general

election, and benefited from extra press attention

because of that. It looked like a theatre doing rapidresponse to the political situation, but it had actually

been in development for 3 years.

It wasn’t just about resources, it was also, crucially,

about time. Being given time to let the play gestate, and



being able to ask for what we needed at each stage,

without having to fit into a structured programme. Posh

transferred to the West End in 2012 for a successful 3

month run, and is now being adapted into a feature film

by Blueprint Pictures with funding from the British Film

Institute. None of this would have been possible without

that early funding for research and development time

from the Royal Court.

Laura Wade

In 2010 the Royal Court Theatre commissioned me to

write a new play for their Theatre Upstairs. In 2011 I

delivered a new play entitled Constellations. Within

days, the Royal Court’s artistic director, Dominic Cooke,

told me that he would like to programme the play for

January 2012, to run for one month. Constellations

sold out for the entirety of its run in the Theatre Upstairs

and, as it drew to a close, there was interest from the

commercial producer Ambassador Theatre Group (ATG)

to transfer the play to the West End. In November 2012,

Constellations began an eight week run in the Duke of

York’s Theatre, a co-production between the Royal Court

Theatre and ATG. Constellations won the Best Play

award at the Evening Standard Theatre Awards and

subsequently sold out. A play that stemmed from a leap

of faith on the part of the Royal Court had gone from

playing to 96 people a night to 630.

Make no mistake: such an outcome would not have

been possible without public subsidy. My relationship

with the Royal Court began long before 2010. In 2006,

having just moved to London, and without a single

produced play to my name, I was accepted onto the

theatre’s Young Writer’s Programme. Between 2006 and
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2010 I experienced first-hand the extraordinary support

the Royal Court is able to offer; a combination of

one-on-one tutorials, workshops and readings.

I have no doubt that the Royal Court’s success,

both artistically and with audiences, is because of its

continued and unwavering support for all of the writers

with whom they work. Many of the plays and the

writers under the Royal Court’s guidance will not

make it onto one of their two stages. But many of the

playwrights with whom they work and support and

develop will go on to have their plays staged elsewhere.

The Royal Court’s ability to experiment and take risks

on both plays and playwrights is vital not only for the

writers under their guidance, but for British theatre as

a whole.

Nick Payne

… the West End producer

I don’t get subsidy. I don’t need it. But I do need the

subsidised sector. That is where the talent finds its

training. Writers, actors, designers and directors all cut

their teeth in that environment. You have to talk about

the whole ecology, the relationship between grassroots,

the subsidised sector, national companies, tv, film and

radio. We need to take an overview of the cultural body

politic and how it is damaged by a short-termism that

will damage a multi-billion industry over a generation.

Sonia Friedman

… the National Theatre

The National Theatre has been protected by its earnings

from War Horse and One Man, Two Guvnors, from

having to make substantial cuts to its activity. The cuts in



our Arts Council grant greatly exceed (by a factor of

more than two) what it costs to run [our R&amp;D wing]

the Studio. Those costs are in their turn covered by

what we earn from War Horse. Without the Studio

there would have been no War Horse. Without War

Horse we would have to consider options including the

drastic curtailment of Studio activity and a much smaller

and less risky repertoire. In other words, our commercial

success is the consequence of adequate public

investment.

The consequences of inadequate public investment will

be fewer risks, inadequate development of new work,

a substantially less interesting theatrical environment

and a less successful one.

Nick Hytner, Artistic Director

… the new play publisher

From our perspective,theatres are less prepared to sell

and stock playtexts, which doesn’t help get new writing

out into the world in its more permanent and lasting

way. In the past, theatres were ordering 500, 1000, or

more copies of a playtext, which would instantly get the

play into the hands of theatre goers and help sustain the

life of a play – and the livelihood of its playwright. Now

it’s not uncommon to receive orders for 100, 150, 200…

One of the UK’s largest regional theatres now begins

by ordering just 20 copies, whereas it used to place an

initial order of 1500. We remain passionate about new

writing, and believe that publication is one of the best

ways to champion it, but it’s a sad truth that not all

theatres can afford to commit to selling a published

text in the way they used to.



An increasing amount of our work has been new

editions of previously produced work – which possibly

suggests that theatres are being forced to be less

adventurous and programme fewer new plays. There

are several well-established London theatres whose

seasons are now predominantly made up with revivals of

past successes or translations of bankable classic plays.

Matt Applewhite, Commissioning Editor, Nick Hern Books



that new work could be obtained less expensively from

‘other providers’. In an effort to diminish our Subsidy

Per Seat and increase attendance we have turned to the

back catalogue and Top Girls (2011) is followed by Our

Country’s Good in 2012. In fact, 2012/13 is the first year

in our 19 year history that Out of Joint will not have

produced a new play.

Max Stafford-Clark, Artistic Director



… the London Literary Manager

It’s a peculiarity of the Royal Court’s work that so much

of what we produce on our stages makes its way there

via the writers’ groups, readings and workshops which

we run.



As a non-building based touring company, Paines

Plough never works alone. Every single piece of work

we produce is co-produced with other organisations.

Our ability to tour is entirely predicated on venues

booking our shows. Because we work with so many

other organisations, any reduction in funding, in any

part of the ecosystem, has an impact on us.



This can be variously seen in the lengthy development

process which led to Jerusalem, the experimental

rough-cut which led to Posh or the writers’ group

participation which led to Constellations.

The comparatively small investment we are able to

make at these early stages is absolutely vital to our way

of working and to our continued mission to discover and

encourage new voices on our stages – any cut-back in

this area would have an immediate detrimental effect

on the vigour and diversity of our repertoire.

Chris Campbell, Royal Court Theatre

… the new writing touring companies

Out of Joint has received a cut in its Arts Council

Funding of 27. 9%, or just over £100,000. In effect this

has halved our output; in 2012/13 we will be producing

just one play. Part of the Arts Council’s justification for

the cut was that our Subsidy Per Seat was too high and
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Our major co-producing partners include, for example,

Newcastle Live and Sheffield Theatres, both of whom

have recently received significant cuts to their Local

Authority funding. Some have gone out of business.

Darlington Arts Centre and The Arc Theatre, Trowbridge

are two venues to which we have toured new plays in

the past few years, but which have now closed their

doors. That’s two fewer dates on our tour schedule for

new plays, which incrementally make touring new plays

less financially viable.

Of those venues that are remaining open in the face

of adversity, the reduction in their funding means they

cannot afford to take risks on new plays. They say to us

they can no longer afford our guarantees.



So funding cuts to venues are directly impacting on our

ability to tour new plays, and therefore to commission

new plays, and to help playwrights develop their craft

through production.

We have amassed reams and reams of evidence that

empirically shows that national and local cuts to venue

funding have meant less new writing being programmed

nationwide. This impacts on Paines Plough – a very well

established, 39 year old company with an international

reputation. If we are affected, then how are these cuts

affecting new writing at the grass roots?

James Grieve, co-artistic director, Paines Plough

We generally tour on the mid to large scale, so we have

to be careful about what we produce in order to make

sure there is enough audience demand, hence our

commissions are often fairly specific regarding subject

matter. But we can only tour new writing at all because

of the work that new writing touring companies like

Paines Plough and regional venues do in terms of laying

ground work with audiences, and encouraging them

to take a risk on a new play, and in terms of theatres

being confident and comfortable enough to take a

risk presenting touring work which isn’t obviously

commercial. So the funding that sustains those

companies which do seek out and support writers

at the very early stages in their careers are vital for

companies like us, in a different place within the

theatre landscape, to take that work into bigger

theatres and introduce it to wider audiences.

Caroline Dyott, Associate Producer, English Touring Theatre



… the regional theatre companies

At Action Transport Theatre we can no longer afford

to do new commissions. We had a 40% ACE cut in the

new portfolio rounds. We are a celebrated new writing

company from ACE’s point of view but are producing

work without an ability to make new plays with

professional writers.



writing, because they are putting theatres at risk of

closure. No producing theatres – no writing, it’s an easy

equation. We have an 80 year old grade II listed building

to maintain. My office leaks in the wet weather! We

have cut our work force by 12% since 2010. This has

to have an effect on nurturing new work.

Regional artistic director (anonymous)



All this focus on private giving/philanthropy/developing

better business models is all well and good in principle,

but in Ellesmere Port where we are based it is very hard

to generate income for the work we do through ticket

prices/participation etc, and competition for trusts and

foundations is fierce as everyone is after the same pots

of money.



The Nuffield Theatre Southampton has for the last 24

years produced new writing often by local playwrights.

Ten years ago funding was such that four or five new

plays could be produced annually. Genuinely locally

sourced high-aspiration creativity is invaluable for

stimulating the cultural self-confidence and well-being

of a city. Liverpool thrived because it was able to support

top-level creative artists from Willy Russell to the Beatles.

This is not ‘community arts’ but real cultural excellence

in the regions.



So we are feeling the pressure. We are unable to dream

up projects which offer proper professional commissions

for new writers, including with our resident writer Kevin

Dyer. Nina Hajiyianni, Artistic Director

The continual withdrawal of government funds will

bleed us slowly to death, so we are forced to seek

other funding sources and enter the scrabble for

philanthropy which can only end in most companies

being disappointed. We have chosen to prioritise new

writing as part of a major strategy in future plans. New

writing is essential to our future, and because we are

resourceful we will make it work or the company will

cease to exist.

These cuts have forced us to play it safe with our

programming: box office is essential to our financial

health. The government funding cuts have affected new
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It is now impossible for the Nuffield to produce a

new play without collaborating with another company

– currently the HighTide festival. The Nuffield’s new

play this Spring will have two characters. The new

work potential is spiralling downwards. The potential

for genuinely regional or local significance is also

diminishing, in favour of mass toured McDonald’s

style product.

The theatre also has run an extremely successful new

writing workshop, staffed originally by Penny Gold,

Head of BBC Radio Drama, and later by John Burgess

formerly Literary Manager of the National Theatre.

Writers from this scheme have gone on to have work

commissioned by the National Theatre, The Traverse



Theatre, performances across the world (USA, Europe),

BBC television and radio, and for feature films. Abi

Morgan, screenwriter for THE IRON LADY, had her very

first play produced by the Nuffield Theatre. Funding cuts

mean that this workshop is now seriously threatened.

What has not diminished is the will to promote and

develop new writers. We want to develop richly thinking

minds. However the current government’s belief that

culture is simply not important (witness the appalling

dismissal of creativity in Michael Gove’s Baccalaureate

proposals) means that the real imaginative development

of human minds is being sacrificed. I would argue that

without imaginative development, creative solutions to

national deficit problems, job creation, etc simply will

not be forthcoming.

The recent anniversary of the Royal Society highlighted

how many hugely imaginative minds (just one example

– Sinclair) developed through the creative and artistic

arena even though ultimately working in a scientific

field. True science depends on imaginative thought.

The Arts teach this. True humanity develops through

artistic endeavour. The financial investment is essential,

and needs to be ongoing, and in the scheme of things

is not large sums of money.

Patrick Sandford, Artistic Director, Nuffield Theatre,

Southampton

We lost 100% of our ACE funding in April: 65% of our

income – we’re still here! Through hard work and sheer

bloody mindedness! We have lost one member of staff

and the rest of us are on 2 days a week. We have totally

lost InterACT: The Northern Region’s Theatre Training



Ensemble – a unique NTA award winning scheme for

emergent actors designers, directors and stage

managers.

Since April we have raised over £90K through Trusts and

Foundations, Councils, Friends and Family scheme and

donations and have managed to tour two productions,

though with smaller casts and for fewer weeks than

usual. What happens after April is anyone’s guess! It is

impossible to go back to Trusts and Foundations year

on year.

Over the past 20 years over 25% of NTC’s work has

been new writing because we had village hall and

community venues who trusted us no matter what we

did, therefore we could tour new work and still get great

audiences. Since the cuts we can no longer afford new

full-length writing commissions, workshops on new

plays, nor can we plan, which is all part of the new

writing development process.



commitment of audiences will likely go down the

pan – not to mention the loss of opportunities for

young emergent talent of all kinds as well as jobs for

actors and other creatives … I could go on.

Gillian Hambleton, Artistic Director, Northumberland Theatre

Company

There’s huge diversity in Suffolk; of people, landscape,

heritage and aspirations. It takes a sustained and

concerted campaign for culture to have a meaningful

relationship with the broadest range of people. In times

of austerity, it’s difficult to invest in work designed to

reach those who are not already actively engaged with

culture. However without this focus culture becomes

the preserve of those privileged to have been introduced

to it. Access to culture needs underpinning with public

investment. On a commercial basis, culture would be

the preserve of the elite, and as is widely accepted as

true, a life without culture is a diminished one.



Our village hall venues are full for every show, we

sell out shows before they are advertised. They are

desperate to keep us, for some who live 35 miles from

the nearest town it is their only opportunity to see live

theatre, particularly for the elderly and young people.

There is a limit to how much you can raise your fees.

We have toured theatre of the highest quality and

developed new audiences for over 20 years, but small

scale village hall touring to rural communities is

impossible without subsidy.



The particular problem with the incumbent group of

Conservative party MPs is that many come from such

an extreme background of privilege, that it’s justified to

speculate that they are unable to truly empathise with

those from the other extreme. Therefore as these MPs

decide on each action to reduce public investment,

they do so without knowing the effects of this erosion.

Perhaps when the British public next elect their MPs,

we will pay as much attention to a candidate’s history

as their campaigning policies.

Steven Atkinson, Artistic Director, HighTide Festival



Over 50 years combined professional theatre experience,

a successful circuit of over 120 small venues and the



The cuts on their own have not made a direct impact on

our produced work, yet. But, we are readying ourselves
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for tougher times and this is definitely influencing our

programming decisions. Thankfully both our local

authorities remain committed to our work and have

not made any funding cuts at present. However, the lack

of economic recovery has certainly meant that we are

concerned about our ticket sales (which equates to over

75% of our turnover), and have therefore programmed

a year of work which contains more familiar writers than

in previous years. Last year we produced 4 new works in

a season of 8 main house shows. This year, there is no

completely original work. Ayub Khan-Din is adapting To

Sir With Love for us, premiering in autumn 2013, but it

is not a “new play”.

Martin Sutherland, Royal &amp; Derngate Theatres,

Northampton

I think where there has been and will be a considerable

reduction in opportunity and provision for playwrights

is a clear pathway from early / fringe / unpaid career to

established commercial power but the impact of this will

not be quantifiably evidenced for many years.

In the 1980s, under the last Conservative government,

there was clear evidence of a drain of resources away

from theatres and regions. Playwrights who had been

identified as talented in grass roots work and should

have created sustained careers either fell away or were

forced to move away from specific regions to pursue

careers or write in different mediums as there wasn’t

the provision for them in the theatre.

The reduction in resources for live creative industries in

a region has a clearly evidenced wider economic impact

on that region. The movement of artists and their work



away from a city or region, and the reduction in work

being made in and for that region, has a subsequent

knock-on effect for all artists in that region. This leads to

a subsequent drop in investment in other businesses and

therefore a significant decrease in people successfully

and independently living in and investing in the region

in terms of council tax, mortgages, investment in local

businesses etc. A decrease in culture within a region

sees a significant drop of people coming into, and

subsequently spending money in, that region in terms

of tourism. It is all connected. Artistic work in a region

has been evidenced to bring in a range of revenue for

both the private and public sector.

I fear that where the cuts will mostly have an impact

will be on emerging or mid-career playwrights and

work outside London. No one comes from nowhere.

Whenever anyone says “first play” it is a marketing

policy, and perhaps would often more accurately be

termed “first professional production”. They have learnt

their craft through a variety of routes and I fear that the

cuts will see these opportunities fall away.

The way I see it is like a river with a bridge across it.

On one side of the river is grass-roots initial access to

theatre and provision. And on the other side of the river

are the established playwrights who have commercial

clout. But you need the bridge to get from one side

to the other. There needs to be a clear and supported

flow and dialogue between the two sides. And it is the

bridge that we are really struggling to keep up and risks

being destroyed.

Anonymous (Regional Literary Manager)
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The Mart Theatre is a rural theatre that is based – literally

– in a cattle auction in Skipton. Through the week,

cows and sheep are sold in the main ring, and then it is

transformed at the weekends into a theatre. It has been

operating in this way for seven years and, despite being

a battle at times, has seen success in developing its

audience through hosting high quality productions. It

is not a producing theatre… yet. We have applied twice

for funding from the Arts Council to help us establish

in-house productions, but been rejected.

For the first six years, the Arts Council helped the Mart

Theatre’s development. In return, the theatre hosted

great works of drama from well-respected professional

theatre companies such as Northern Broadsides and Hull

Truck. These tended to run at massive losses because it

costs a lot to put on drama. But as the only professional

theatre venue in the rural area – the closest one being

Leeds or Bradford, a good hour’s drive away – it was

necessary to provide this cultural offering.

In 2011, we were given £39,000 by the Arts Council

through a GftA to assist in our audience development.

This year we received nothing. As a result of the failed

application to the Arts Council, other funding bodies

pulled out their funding as well. Within two days of

the rejection letter from the Arts Council, our Board

of Trustees made the decision to wind up the company.

This led to productions being cancelled immediately,

some of which were ‘new writing’ pieces, including

children’s shows, and scary newspaper headlines of the

theatre’s demise. However, two Directors decided to

carry on going, and I (as Artistic Director) agreed to stay

on (unpaid). This was in May. The theatre continues to



exist, but nobody has been paid since May; we are here

as volunteers, keeping it going.

The Chair of the Board and I visited the Arts Council

to ask if there was any chance we would ever receive

funding again. Our ACE officer said it was highly

unlikely. We were sat in the Arts Council offices in

Dewsbury and he told us that we would only be able to

exist if we were more commercial. He encouraged us to

put on more tribute acts and stand-up comedy. It broke

my heart to be advised by the Arts Council to stop

putting on drama and new writing, and to put on

tribute acts. We have actually gone against that advice

and continue to put on new writing – although, of

course, we have to still put on tribute acts and stand-up

comedy so that we can subsidise the drama. There

wouldn’t be a point of having this incredible, unique

theatre space only to fill it with tribute acts. I would

rather close the doors. But this theatre is just too special

not to be fought for.

Surely it’s places like us that the Arts Council was

established to support. It was not established to ask us

to provide the cultural offering of Ultimate Wrestling or

Roy Chubby Brown.

Clare Allen, Artistic Director, The Mart Theatre

The Royal Exchange Theatre has 4 full time staff

members concentrating on fundraising income streams:

Individuals, Trusts and Corporates. Corporate support

via membership and sponsorship is steadily declining in

the industry since 2007/8 with many arts organisations

experiencing a 7% annual decline. Many have taken the

decision to concentrate on raising funds from individuals



and trusts as they are likely to yield higher return,

particular for participation and new writing projects,

than corporate sponsorship/membership. Corporate

support has been viewed by some as a transaction,

focusing on hospitality, marketing and PR benefits to

the company. The Royal Exchange Theatre has a legacy

of strong corporate support, built up over the last

twenty years,so is able to maintain a certain level of

income from this area, though its declining steadily.

Marla Cunningham, Development Director, Royal Exchange

Theatre

… the writing development agencies

New Writing North is the writing development agency

for the North East of the country and we have a long

history of producing, through co-productions and

co-commissions new theatre writing. We also work in

partnership with theatres and others to help get projects

off the ground. This has got harder and harder to do.

Earlier this year we had a bid in with ACE for a national

tour of a new play from a North East writer, Karen Laws

called Walking Backwards. Many organisations were

committing to the project, we had raised over £60K

of partnership income and had a tour in place. We were

turned down by ACE due to ‘competition for funds’ and

the tour fell apart. The play had been in development for

nearly a year. It now will not be produced.

Earlier this year we produced a new play by Margaret

Wilkinson another North East writer in conjunction with

Northern Stage, Durham Book Festival and Darlington

Borough Council. Halfway through the production
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Darlington Council withdrew all cultural funding and

closed the arts centre that we were working with.

Last week I wrote a letter of support for a local playwright

who was asking the Royal Literary Fund for a hardship

grant. The writer in question would be recognised as one

of the most successful writers working in our region.

Unfortunately, the amount of new work produced by

regional theatres is now so low it is impossible to make

a living as a playwright in the North East at the moment

– even if you look like you might be doing ok.

Claire Malcolm, Chief Executive, New Writing North

North West Playwrights were not included in the

Portfolio. We were encouraged to seek Grants for the

Arts monies to support ongoing activities. Two bids

have now been unsuccessful; so NWP is in suspended

animation while we explore ways in which we might

continue to nurture and support writers (at all levels)

and find the means to make this financially achievable.

What’s been lost?

• A Script Reading Service which gave writers

objective constructive criticism without the prism

of a producing theatre’s artistic policy.

• An annual course for entry-level playwriting skills.

• A range of high-quality Masterclasses for emerging

writers, from eminent practitioners.

• Tailored one-to-one dramaturgical support and

career development advice for writers at all stages

of their career.

• Script-in-progress workshops by professional

directors, actors and dramaturgs.



A whole range of projects in which NWP works in

collaboration with producing companies, HE institutions

and others to create development opportunities for

writers.

Of the 13 scripts for which we’ve held substantial

workshops over the last 4 years, 7 have had, or

are about to have, professional productions.

Chris Bridgman, Director, North West Playwrights

…the young people’s theatre companies

As a result of the cuts, many venues are now cutting

short their programme of theatre for young audiences.

This has affected our programming of The Littlest Quirky

which is a middle-scale show for young children and

families. As it is a new play, not a known title (or derived

from one), it has proved extremely hard to get bookings

beyond the single day opportunities. Where we would

have been programmed in theatres’ schedules, we have

been ousted in favour of risk-averse box office fodder.

We have now postponed the touring of the show and

are considering scaling it down, being less ambitious

with it artistically and remarketing it as a small-scale

touring show. I think it is notable that we commissioned

the show before the cuts as there was a market for such

a show within venue programming and it was produced

after the Coalition came to power and that market

has disappeared.

I think it is worth noting that theatre for young

audiences (TYA) has to overcome a few more hurdles

in protecting itself than new writing in general. On one

hand, venues are completely risk-averse and have little

or no strategy for developing young audiences.



Programming or commissioning work for young people

is quite far down the list of priorities. On the other hand,

schools are under extreme pressure to balance the books

and so professional theatre experiences are not a priority

when there is no money. Government policy which is

eroding arts provision in schools and diminishing its

status at management level compounds a difficult

budgetary position that many Drama depts hold. When

a new play does not have a direct relationship with the

curriculum, it is harder to persuade the school to book it

however enthusiastic the Drama teacher may be. Even

when you tour to a school and reduce their costs of

travelling to a venue, many schools cannot afford the

sustainable fees that the company has to charge. This is

the paradigm which new writing for young audiences

sits within and unless there is a change of heart by the

current Secretary of State for Education, I see a big

struggle to survive ahead. On the optimistic side, more

writers are keen to work for and with children and

young people and the art form is having a renaissance

within the artistic community. In schools, Drama is as

popular as ever with young people and they have an

appetite to participate and make theatre.

Natalie Wilson, Theatre Centre

Pegasus Theatre has just received a 40% cut in

Local Authority funding and an unexpected additional

1% Arts Council cut this year (on top of the ACE cuts

announced last year). The cuts have reduced our output

and affected the numbers of young people who we can

work with, we have also had to make redundancies and

reduce our opening hours.
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Because our funding cycle has now been reduced to

one year agreements (except for ACE) it makes future

planning very difficult – especially as a lot of our young

people’s work requires planning with other partners

and agencies. Some of our staff time has had to be

redirected away from delivering and planning our core

work towards raising money. We have managed to raise

our earned income to 36% (59% when you included

additional funding raised from other public bodies) but

we will struggle to increase this anymore through

philanthropic means – we do not have a base of rich

supporters for our local and grassroots based work.

We have already raised our ticket prices and any further

increases will seriously jeopardise the range and diversity

of our audiences and participants, something which we

have worked hard at over the years to achieve.

The impact on young people is hard – we have had to

reduce the projects that we are running and cut others.

For many of the more vulnerable young people we work

with regular attendance on our projects is an important

part of the routine of their week offering them a

positive, creative and supportive environment where

they can mix with a variety of other young people.

Euton Daley, Artistic Director, Pegasus Theatre, Oxford

… the youth theatre member

I was a member of Hampstead Theatre’s Heat &amp; Light

youth theatre company from the age of 16 to 20, and

I was horrified when it was terminated. Among my

fellow Heat &amp; Light members were Daniel Kaluuya, star

of Skins, Psychoville, Johnny English 2 and Sucker Punch

at the Royal Court. He signed with an agent as a direct

result of being seen in a Heat&amp;Light show – he has also



written episodes of Skins. Selom Awadzi, who

was recently in Attack the Block; and perhaps most

significantly in this argument, Atiha Sen Gupta, whose

writing for Heat &amp; Light led to a commission for a play

in the Hampstead Theatre’s main auditorium, What

Fatima Did, which garnered great reviews and, in my

opinion, was a bright star of originality amidst a very

safe programme. Many of my friends from the company

are perfectly happy to admit that if it wasn’t for the

opportunities afforded by Heat&amp;Light they would have

no hopes for the future. Many members came from

rough backgrounds and would have fallen into petty

crime without it. It shocks me that Ed Vaizey thinks that

new writing is flourishing when there are opportunities

like this being curtailed left right and centre.

Edward Davis

… the community artists

As a Drama Practitioner who has been working with

school, arts venues and community organisations

for many years, I have seen a drastic decrease in the

opportunities to share my skills with young people,

as arts companies have had their funding cut.

The work that I deliver supports the development of

children and young people, from their communication

skills of listening and speaking (sharing ideas) to their

understandings of world history, international politics

and local community issues.

Due to the huge reduction in funding for companies

such as the Almeida Theatre, Theatre Centre and

Greenwich and Lewisham’s Young People Theatre



(GLYPT) these opportunities to encourage our young

people through the arts are diminishing.

The young people I work with are from deprived

backgrounds, have Special Educational Needs or have

English as a second language. What happens to them?

Naomi Cortes

I’m freelance, teaching creative writing in all its forms,

including playwriting. I work mostly in schools and

libraries through the UK. My income this year has

dropped by a third, simply because I’m reliant upon

public funding to schools, who can then employ me.

I don’t pretend that I’m going to encourage the next

Arnold Bennett or Dennis Potter, however, I might.

It is a specific skill and a great many teachers don’t have

it. Not because they’re inadequate, but simply because

we all have different skills. I’m just one sole trader, but

I know most of my artistic friends, from all genres, are

struggling to make ends meet simply because there isn’t

the money to go around. This doesn’t just affect direct

payments for gigs, it affects theatre attendance because

jobs are fewer and income is lower. This then pushes

up the possibility of more closures of theatre education

arms, and theatres going dark. It’s a very short-sighted

policy this government has. Essentially, cutting the roots

to preserve the branches without thought that with

neglected roots, the whole tree will die. When

everything you do is geared to cost, not value,

you have a very narrow grasp of life.

Alan Barrett

I think the future for small and medium sized

participatory arts organisations is going to be quite bleak
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if trusts, foundations and individual donors don’t

accept that money is required for infrastructure and

core activity. Working project to project will de-skill

our sector and slowly destabilise all that we have

painstakingly built up.

Without investing in a company’s core staff and lead

artists it would not be possible to do what we do

and have the impact we have on individuals and

communities. Much valued experience will be lost –

which would be a shame as organisations like ours

provide much mentoring, training and inspiration

through hands on experience for a future diverse

workforce.

Arti Prashar, Spare Tyre Theatre

… the new NPO

Coney joined the National Portfolio of organisations

funded by Arts Council England in April 2012, seven

years after our first experimental steps into making

interactive, immersive work – where the audience

can take an active role if they choose. While these

early experiments were not funded directly, the

company would not have developed without critical

commissions from the (ACE core-funded) venue of

Battersea Arts Centre, including supported artist

status from 2006-2009.

A key step forward came from the production of A Small

Town Anywhere at BAC in 2009, funded by Arts Council

England, and hailed as a ground-breaking piece by critics

and audience. The profile of this production – which

could not have been achieved without funding – helped

us gain various new commissions, from the visitor



experience House of Cards for Kensington Palace to

the BAFTA-winning digital project Nightmare High for

Channel 4 Education. These commissions enable us to

employ more artists, and make more work.

As a new NPO, Coney HQ now has greater stability to

enable forward planning and thinking about the work

we want to make, to dream bigger and pursue the

partnerships and business models to make this work

happen. This year alone, we’ll be developing a new

bigger piece of playing theatre Early Days (Of A Better

Nation), touring A Small Town Anywhere to reach a far

wider audience, rolling out the adventure-in-learning

A Cat Escapes for schools, and many more smaller

projects. None of this would be possible without

Coney’s NPO status.

Wise investment in infrastructure helps develop the

practice of artists, create new work, and reach new

audiences. That leads to a greater return for the industry.

It’s common sense, really.

Tassos Stevens, Co-director, Coney

… the theatre/live art crossover company

In March 2011 we learned that Third Angel had been

unsuccessful in our application to be an NPO. We were

then a “small” RFO, receiving about £36,000 per year.

We had applied for an average of £86,000 per year as

an NPO. Consequently, our plans for 2011/12 had to

change quite drastically. We applied separately for

Grants for the Arts funding to tour the show What I

Heard About the World, and we were successful in that.



We have had to pull a monthly YouTube film, born

out of our devising work on theatre projects, an

adult education programme of arts evening classes, a

commission opportunity with West Yorkshire Playhouse,

a commission opportunity with PAZZ Festival

(Oldenburg).

The first two were to be primarily funded by our NPO

bid, the latter two needed match funding, from NPO

or new fundraising, which we didn’t have the resources

to undertake. We had to move out of the office and

workspace/rehearsal room we had been in for 11 years.

In 2012 we have made one new show – Georges Perec’s

The Machine – working for the first time with an existing

script, for which we got the rights for free, and most of

the cast were funded by their University work.

Although three new shows are planned for 2013, only

one of them has commissioning money confirmed so far.

Alex Kelly, Co-artistic director, Third Angel

… disabled theatre artists

One of the most marginalised members of the theatre

community are disabled practitioners and artists. In a

climate where the cuts are having a real affect on the

industry, the representation of disabled people continues

to be ghettoised and sidelined. Before the basic right

and provision of access was a struggle. Now, it will be

nothing more than afterthought as access is deemed too

costly. Disabled artists who consider their title to be that

of a ‘writer’ is low and our research has shown that

disabled people find networking events and training

schemes tend to be physically, financially, and
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communicatively inaccessible. This experience of

inaccessibility and attitudinal barriers leads to lack

of confidence and self-esteem.

What Graeae are in the process of doing is designing

a training course which breaks down the barriers for

organisations so they can have access to a wealth and

pool of upcoming disabled writers. Critically, it’s giving

the opportunity to disabled people to be on a course

where the main focus will simply be about the quality

of the writing.

In this country we have and continue to have a fantastic

tradition of discovering new writers and new stories

from the most unlikeliest of places. This is from the

investment and passion of new writing companies.

We’ve taken huge strides to de-ghettoise ourselves.

It would be criminal to cut and not invest in our future.

Jenny Sealey, artistic director, Graeae

… Radio Drama

BBC Radio Drama has always had a strong commitment

to identifying and developing new writers. The track

record of writing talent that has been nurtured at an

early stage by radio includes Tom Stoppard, Caryl

Churchill, Anthony Minghella, Mike Bartlett, Lenny

Henry and many more. But despite a ring-fenced

number of radio drama commissions for new writers

(approximately 40 every year), this practice does not

and cannot exist in isolation from other forms of drama.

Radio Drama has production centres all around the UK

and particularly values the role that regional theatres

play in developing distinctive voices in those areas where

there are fewer creative opportunities. Without the



seedbed and early development work done

predominantly by theatres, the training opportunities

and encouragement of writers will be thin on the

ground, the opportunities for a writer to make a living

will be scarce and the repertoires of theatres and the

schedules of radio and television will be the poorer for

audiences. This impoverishment may not be evident for

some years: writing plays is a slow process with a long

lead-time and it takes vision, optimism and resources

to invest in a writer without immediate returns. Without

such investment in today’s beginners, we risk losing the

stars of tomorrow. The UK has a world-wide reputation

for innovative and successful theatre and broadcast

drama with writers at the heart: let’s ensure that is

sustained for future generations.

Alison Hindell, Head of BBC Audio Drama, UK

… the arts campaign group

Arts and culture are being attacked from all sides,

caught in a perfect storm of Government cuts, local

authority cuts, audiences with less money to spend and

increasing competition for what philanthropy there is.

As Fin discovered, there is a startling lack of

understanding among decision-makers of how the

sector works and what it has the power to do –

including the contribution it can make to Britain’s

economic recovery.

So far, the arts have taken a 30% cut. In the 18 months

since, at least 25 arts organisations supported by public

investment closed. Among them is Sound It Out

Community Music, which provides programmes,



training and mentoring to vulnerable children, the

elderly, ex-offenders and isolated groups.

Many more are shedding staff to fend off closure and

others are returning to their core activity. Last summer

the Theatre Writing Partnership closed. Foursight Theatre

closed. Development agencies were hit especially hard

– Commissions East, the National Association for

Literature Development, New Work Network… all

closed. And that is all before we get to the impact

of losses like West Sussex County Youth Theatre and

Hampstead Theatre’s youth company – young people

have fewer opportunities to take part. New voices have

fewer opportunities to be heard.

Arts Council England’s grant in aid budget is going

down from £387. 7 million in 2011/12 to £349. 4

million in 2014/15. We’re still waiting to hear where

further cuts announced in the autumn statement will

fall. Projects and campaigns like In Battalions and Lost

Arts are vital to paint a picture of what these cuts mean.

It’s up to all of us, together, to use the information these

provide and take the fight for arts and culture to DCMS

and to the Treasury.

Maddy Radcliff, www.lost-arts.org

… the theatre history academic

“…what purposes should public patronage try

to serve … the maintenance of the arts, the

experiments in yet unfashionable lines, the equivalent

of research in scholarship and science… without

which the succeeding generation is barren and

repetitive.” ACGB Annual Report 1953/4
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In 1949 the newly formed Arts Council of Great Britain

(ACGB), keen to rejuvenate an ailing British theatre in

an age of austerity took a surprising decision: to invest

in a policy of risk. Despite the period of economic and

political uncertainty that was to beset the next decade

Macmillan’s Conservative Government maintained a

financial commitment to the arts and the ACGB of the

1950s invested in the big vision – that of a national

infrastructure of cultural buildings and, significantly,

a new drama.

In 1952, the ACGB Drama Panel established a New

Drama Scheme and began to target funding for new

writing through regional repertory theatres. Furthermore

it committed itself to ‘financing organizations which

would try out new ideas in the Theatre and new types

of plays to provide for the future. ’ From 1956 Britain’s

first specialist new writing theatre, the Royal Court,

began to receive regular subsidy.

By 1960 the Court, was celebrating having produced 32

new plays and introduced 23 new writers to the British

stage in its first four years, whilst the regional reps had

premiered, amongst others, Willis Hall’s The Long and

the Short and the Tall (Nottingham Playhouse, 1958),

Shelagh Delaney’s A Taste of Honey (Theatre Royal,

Stratford East, 1958), and Arnold Wesker’s Trilogy –

Chicken Soup with Barley, Roots and I’m Talking about

Jerusalem (Belgrade Theatre, Coventry 1958-60).

The introduction of state subsidy for new writing and

the emergence of the ‘new wave’ of British playwrights

in the mid-1950s would thus seem to be explained by a



simple causal relationship. What is less well documented,

but equally evident, is that in times of economic

downturn, the very companies that invest in risk

become vulnerable.

In the wake of the WWI, playwright St John Irvine

presented the argument that the development of new

plays in British theatre was being constrained by the

poor economic outlook. Similar observations were made

immediately after WW2: it was only when state subsidy

was targeted at new writing in the early 1950s that it

started to flourish. Skip forward 30 years to the 1980s

and, what the Arts Council itself described as ‘a

descending spiral of expenditure in Theatre Writing,’

contributed to a full blown crisis: studio theatres closed,

cast sizes decreased, theatres faced prolonged dark

periods and new writing dropped to just 7%10 of the

repertoire of building-based companies.

Sound familiar? What is alarming is that the combined

level of cuts in 2013 have left many companies

(particularly in the regions) standing on a financial

precipice. Fin Kennedy’s In Battalions report reveals that

cuts to theatre budgets are making many companies risk

adverse and, as previous history has shown us, when

state investment in risk declines, particularly in times of

economic downturn, new writing development suffers

– to the detriment of the theatre industry as a whole.

Taryn Storey, University of Reading



10 Writ Large Report, British Theatre Consortium, 2009
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